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Chapter 1
Project RISPE Philosophy and Goals
In 1984, Project Rural/Remote Interdisciplinary Special Physical Education (RISPE)
was funded at the University of Montana through the U,S. Department of Education’s
Office of Special Educaticxi. The first goal of Project RISPE was to in^rove the quality
and increase the availability of professionally prepared physical and special educators to
contribute effectively to the special physical educaticm of handicapped children in
rural/remcrte educational settings. The second goal of the project was to design a
curriculum to be used by educators who have been assigned the responsibility of teaching
adapted physical education to students with profound/severe disabilities (Powers et al.,
1985a, 1985b, 1985c).
The development of this curriculum is founded upon the philosophy that educational
methodology can be constructively modified so that educators not trained in adapted
physical education can enhance human potential and opportunities. The iiiqplementation of
Project RISPE is operative under a ntunber of important underlying assumptions (Powers
et al.. 1985a, 1985b, 1985c).
1. Physical education can effectively contribute to the psychomotor, cognitive, and
affective development of handicapped children and adolescents.
2. (Children and adolescents with disabilities in rural^emote educational settings are
entitled to the same educational opportunities and experiences as their peers in urban
educational settings.
3. Early intervention and adapted physical education experiences for children with
moderate and severe/profound disabilities is essential and cost effective if they are to
maximize their potential.
1
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4. By developing skills in teaching adapted physical education through in-services,
course work, on-site experience and curriculum usage, physical and special educators
will become primary interventionists and assume an instructional and resource role in
the delivery of adapted physical education to children and adolescents with
disabilities.
5. An organized and systematic approach is required to meet the critical need for
increased quality and availability of trained physical and special educators in
educational services for children with disabilities in rural/remote educational settings.
6. The basic but essential service skills required for effective interdisciplinary
contribution of physical and special educators in the physical education of children
and adolescents with disabilities are identifiable, teachable, and replicable in
rural/remote educational settings.
7. The training methods and materials for professionally preparing physical and special
educators can be effectively utilized to support other regional or national models in the
delivery of physical education services in rural/remote areas.
8. Methods and materials for training personnel are available and can be adapted
appropriately and effectively for physical and special educators in diverse
populations, service roles, and educational settings.
9. Development of a pre-service model integrating in-service training and focusing on
early interdisciplinary and developmental intervention is a potentially effective
strategy for meeting the organizational and systematic requirements for a successful
program to increase the number of quality trained physical and special educators
providing physical education services to children and adolescents with disabilities in
rural/remote settings.
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Chapter 2
Overview of the RISPE Curriculum
Before die creation of P.L. 94-142 (1975)» Raiick (1973) found that 45% of the
educable mentally retarded students in 21 states received no physical education. A lack of
physical educaticm resulted in a deficiency in psychcwnotor development Stein (1978)
found that, on the average, retarded children had only 50% of the strength and 30% of the
endurance of their nonhandicapped peers (cited in Sherrill, 1986a).
In 1975, P.L. 94-142 mandated that physical education was a direct service to be
provided to all special educaticm students {FedercU Register, 1977). As described in
Section 121a4, physical education is an integral part of the definition of special education.
The term special education means specially designed
instruction, at no cost to parents or guardians, to meet the
unique needs of a handicapped child, including classroom
instruction, itinerant services, instruction in physical
education, home instruction and instruction in hospitals and
'm^txxûaas (Federal Register, 1977).
In Section 121a307 of the final rules and regulations, physical education is again
addressed.
Physical education services, specially designed, if
necessary, must be available to every handicapped child
receiving a free appropriate education {Federal Register,
1977).
Schools were required to provide adapted physical education in the least restrictive
environment for students with disabilities {Federal Register, 1977). The least restrictive
environment depends upon several inter-related factors: handicapping conditions, facilities,
class size, teacher’s training, teacher’s attitude, and the physical education curriculum.
P.L. 94-142 defined physical education as follows:
i. The term means the development of
(a) Physical and motor fitness,
(b) Fundamental motes' skills and patterns; and
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(c)

Skills in aquatics, dance and individual and
^ u p games and sports (including intramural and
lifetime spcnts).
ii. The term includes special physical education, adapted
physical education, movement education, and motor
development (Federa//?egiyfcr, 1977).
The major purpose of adapted physical education instruction is to change psychomotor
behavior particularly as it relates to understanding and appreciation of the body in motion
and at rest (Sherrill, 1986a). However, the benefits of a program of physical development
are not limited to the psychomotor domain. Several researchers have found affective gains
can be achieved in the form of enhanced self-concept and increased opportunities for social
interaction (Moon & Renzaglia, 1982; Odom, 1981; Roswal and Frith, 1980). Successful
participation in physical activities can also contribute to increased academic pafbrmance
and language learning (Mocm & Renzaglia, 1982; Roice, 1981) and to a greater degree of
self-reliance and risk-taking (Roswal & Frith, 1980), thus leading to increased
independence in school tasks. Kolstoe (1976) found that employability and, hence, post
school adjustment were correlated with motor performance. Many researches feel that
motor learning is a prerequisite to developing perceptions and concepts; thus a program
should encourage a systematic approach to developing motor skills and, subsequently, to
providing cognitive abilities (Moon & Renzaglia, 1982; Roice, 1981).
Without exception, expat opinion indicates that all persons with physical or mental
disabilities are capable of benefiting from a program of education (Reward & Orlansky,
1988). The vast majority are capable of achieving self-sufficiency, and the remaining few,
with education and training, are capable of achieving some degree of self care. The earlier
such education and training begins, the more thoroughly and efficiently a person will
benefit from it. In addition, whether begun early or not, a person with physical or mental
disabilities can benefit at any point in his life and development from a program of education
(Reward & Orlansky, 1988).
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Most children develop the ability to play and later occupy thonselves constructively and
pleasurably during their fitee time. But children with severe disabilities may not learn
appropriate and satisfying recreational skills unless they are specifically taught (Heward &
Orlansky, 1988). A survey by Pandesofar and Blackwell (1986) revealed that many
persons with severe handicaps do not use their unstructured time appropriately; rather than
participating in enjoyable pursuits, they may spend excessive time sitting, wandering or
looking at television. Teaching appropriate leisure and recreational skills helps students
with moderate and severe/profound disabilities interact socially, maintain their physical
skills, and become more involved in community activities (Heward & Orlansky, 1988).
The learning problems of a student with severe disabilities require careful planning and
extensive structure; they should be taught skUls diat are functional and age-apprc^riate
(Heward & Orlansky, 1988). The following is a compilation of recommendations that an
instmctional program for students with severe disabilities should contain (Heward &
Orlansky, 1988; Homer, McDonnell, and Bellamy, 1986; Snell, 1987; Cooper and
Johnson, 1979; Sailor and Haring,1977).
1. The student's current level of performance must be precisely assessed.
2. Skills to be taught must be clearly defined.
3. Skills to be ta u ^ t must be broken down into smaU steps.
4. Skills must be taught in an appropriate sequence.
5. The teacher must provide a clear cue or instruction to the child and immediate feedback
and reinforcement afterward.
6. It may be necessary for the teacher to demonstrate an activity many times and to guide
the child physically through some or all of the tasks required in the activity.
7. The teacher should include strategies to facilitate generalization of learning.
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8. Progress should be measured and evaluated regularly to help the teacher plan
instruction that will be appropriate to the child's needs and evaluate the program's
effectiveness.
Change in performance is shown most clearly when data on the child's efforts are
collected on a daily basis. Powers and Edebum (1989) found that children with disabilities
who participated in specially planned physical education programs exhibit significantly
greater positive changes in motor, intellectual and emotional behavior than children not
offered those opportunities.
Providing quality physical education to all students as mandated by P.L. 94-142 is a
dilemma in states such as Montana. This is partially due to the fact Üiat approximately 320
of the 700 schools in the state of Montana are one-, two- or three-teacher schools (Powers,
1987). According to the Montana Office of Public Instruction, during the 1988-89 school
year, Montana had 149,094 students ages 3 to 21; of this number, 15,726 received some
type of special education services (DPI, 1990). A total of 1766.8 FTE special educators
were employed statewide to serve disabled students 3 to 21 years old; this represents a
ratio of 1:9 (DPI, 1990). While this figure is much improved over those in prior years, the
teacher/student ratio for adapted physical education shows great disparity. No figures were
available on the total number of students receiving adapted physical education but the ratio
of adapted physical educatws (10.52 FTE) to special education students was 1:1495. The
small size of the school districts coupled with a paucity of physical educators constitutes an
educational predicament in which the physical education needs of handicapped students are
being compromised.
The responsibility of teaching special physical education to disabled students as
mandated by P.L. 94-142, often falls to physical education and special education teachers.
Both groups of professionals lack specialized training in adapted physical education to
provide essential physical education experience for students with moderate and
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sever^iofound disabilities (Dunn, 1986). In 1984, the University of Montana received a
federal grant to provide professional preparaticm training for adapted physical education to
help alleviate this problem. Not cmly was the grant to train teachers in adapted physical
education, but also to include the development of a data base curriculum that would provide
a methodology and course content to assist teachers who are not trained in APE to teach
physical education to special education students.
RISPE data base curricula are predicated upon the assumption that educational
technology can be constructively modified so that educators not trained in adapted physical
education can effectively inqjlatnent prescribed teaching strategies to enhance motor
behavior. Once the educator has a basic understanding of the curriculum design, the most
important goal ism be efficacious in the utilization of the teaching model (Powers, et al.,
1985).
Powers and his colleagues, authors of the RISPE data base curriculum adapted
strategies from the I CAN (Individualize Instruction, Create Social Leisure Competence,
Associate All Learnings, Narrow the Gap between Theory and Practice) developed by
Wessel (1977) and the Data Base Gymnasium program created by Dunn (1985) so that they
could be used in ruralAemom school districts. The curricula were designed to include both
a teaching process and goals and objectives which could be utilized in the writing of a
child's individual education program (lEP).
The initial RISPE data base curriculum (1985) consists of two elements. Psychomotor
fo r Ambidatory (Powers et al., 1985a, b, c) and Psychomotorfo r Wheelchair Users
(PowCTS et al., 1986a, 1986b, 1986c). The specific goal areas reflect a broad spectrum of
basic psychomotor skills that were found in normal children of various developmental
ages. The curricula are designed to be age-appropriate; however, if the data points of
some performance objectives for certain children prove unsuitable, the curriculum design
enables the educator to move to other data points from a higher or lower component
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Whiddon, Powers, Brewerton, and McCarthy (1989) developed the third element. The
RISPE Data Based Development Play and Sportfo r Ambulatory (DPSA), which e?q>anded
the psychomotor aspects into the integrated and more conq)lex play and sport domain.
The purpose of this curriculum is to expand the DPSA curriculum to children and
adolescents with moderate and sever^profound disabilities and who are nonambulatwy.
This project provides a resource for teachers working with this population.
This project also includes a preschool component This is especially important with the
passage of PJL. 99-457 (Education of the Handicapped Act Amendments of 1986). TTie
federal government made a major commitment to the education of all preschoolers with
disabilities. This law represents the culmination of twenty to thirty years of effort by
scientists and practitioners to demonstrate the effectiveness of early intervention in
preventing or reducing the effects of handicapping conditions (Johnson-Martin, Attermeier,
& Hacker, 1990). However, as a result of differences in funding priorities, there is
currently a more limited selecticm of materials available to aid educators and other
interventionists who work with preschoolers with moderate and severe/profound
disabilities than there is for those working with infants (Johnson-Martin, Attermeier, &
Hacker, 1990). Thus, there is a definite need for the preschool con^onent developed for
this project.
This data base provides task analysis, repeated opportunities to respond, positive
reinforcement, and direct measurability of performance. The performanœ objectives are
precise and can be generalized to the student's daily routine. These qualities of instruction
are especially irrqxntant when working with children with mod^ate and severe^ofound
disabilities. The development of The RISPE Developmental Plcy and Sportfo r
Nonambulatory is especially important to professionals without special training.
Initially the curriculum may seem complex and intricate. In reality, once the design is
understood the strategies will become automatic after a few practice sessions. The RISPE
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data base curriculum has been effectively integrated into the physical education program of
students with moderate and severe/profound disabilities by physical educators and special
educators with little training in adapted physical education. Previous experience with the
RISPE curriculum has proven that children with modaate and sevœ/profound disabilities
can accomplish the performance objectives by advancing through the data points at
functional and age-appropriate levels (Whiddon et aL, 1989).
The curriculum design remains virtually unchanged. As with the other elements. The
Developmental Play and Sportfo r Nonambulatory is subdivided into two basic components
— preschool and elementary. Each component has goals and the goals are achieved by
accomplishing the fundamental and age-appropriate sIdU levels. The curriculum construct
attempts to provide data points relevant for the age of the student; however, the ability to
move between components, if the data points are too simple or difficult, is a major strength
of the RISPE curriculum.
The author of this curriculum recognizes that the terms nonambulatory or wheelchair
bound describe a range of disabilities. The instructor wUl need to use discretion in
choosing performance objectives based upon each individual's disabilities. It is inq>erative
diat the instructor also be aware of any medical problems that contraindicate an activiy.
Another decision an instructor must make is whether the activity should be performed in or
out of a wheelchair. The best choice is to generalize the acitvity to the setting the client is
most likely to encounter in daily living. Also, placement and baseline testing adjustments
might need to take place in the form of physical assistance and spotting techniques
depending upon the client's abilities.
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Chapter 3
Using the RISPE Curriculum
PROGRAM M ATIC ELEMENTS
With the completion of the Developmental Play and Sportfo r Nonambulatory (DPSN)
cuniculum, four elements are available to schools and agencies; the other three elements
that have been completed are Psychomotor^ Psychomotorfo r Wheelchair Users^ and
Developmental Play and Sport, (Powers et al., 1985a, 1985b, 1985c; Powers et al.,
1986a, 1986b, 1986c; Whiddon et al., 1989).
A standard format is used in the development of each of the elements. This element
consists of two components: preschool and elementary. Each component contains six goal
areas. While the goal areas for die components are similar in the DPSN element, there are
some vaiiaticMis due to the differences in the ccMnplexities of elementary play and sport in
contrast to preschool play and sport The goal areas common to the two components are
Rhythmic Movement and Aquatics. Four other goal areas are found in two different
components. An example of the curricular fiamework in The Developmental Play and
Sport Nonambulatory element with the components and goals areas is illustrated in Figure
1.

Element:
Component:
Goal:

DEVELOPMENTAL PLAY AND SPORT
P resch o o l
Individual Play
Toy Manipulation
Playground Skills
Rhydimic Movement
Dual and Group Play
Aquatics

E lem entary
Creative and Dramatic Play
Stunts and Tumbling
Low Organizational Games
Rhythmic Movement
Sports Skills
Aquatics

Figure 1. A Model of the Developmental Play and Sport for Nonambulatory
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The performance objectives (POs) provide the framework for the goal area. The
number of POs ranges from 5 to 13 for each goal area. The determining factor for the
numbor of POs is based upon the viable quantity that is needed to provide students with
experiences that enable them to exhibit a competence in the goal areas. The fulfillment of a
a larger number of POs increases the student's breadth and depth of experiences that
accredit the goal areas.
The skill levels delineate the POs into specific accomplishments. TTie skill levels are
subdivided into functional skill level and age-appropriate skill level. For all POs, a
functional skill level precedes an age-£q>propriate skill level. The functional sldll level and
age-appropriate sldll level coupled together consist of a range of data points that range from
rudimentary motor skills to more difficult motor skills, which are ccnmnensurate with the
level expected in children without disabilities of a similar age. The attainment of the highest
age-appropriate data point implies terminal skill for the PO at that specific age. In many
cases more difficult data points for the same PO are found in a higher competent (i.e.,
elementary if working with the preschool component).
Theoretically, the educator who is teaching adapted physical education needs first to
ensure that the data points of the functional skill level have been acccHrq}lished and then
progress to the data points that reflect the obtainment of the age-appropriate skill level. The
RISPE data based curriculum is constructed upon the premise that the instructional process
begins at a data point above what the assessment process has verified. After successful
completion of a particular data point, the instructicmal process facilitates the progression
from a base line data point to a succeeding data point whether that falls within the domain
of the functional skill level or the age-appropriate realm. A breakdown of the goal area.
Individual Play, inclusive of a PO and the skill levels with data points is depicted in Figure
2.
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COMPONENT:

Preschool

GOAL A r e a :

Individual Play

P e r f o r m a n c e O b je c t iv e :

Play in the sand

FUNCTIONAL SKILL LEVEL:

(1)

a.
b.
c.
d.

DATA POINTS:

A g e -a p p r o p r ia t e

DATA POINTS:

Functional ability to move hands in the sand

s k il l l e v e l :

(2)

Makes no response
Turns £rom the sand
Puts one hand in sand without movement
Moves one hand tentatively

Age-appropriate ability to move hands in the
sand
a. Places both hands in the sand widiout
movement
b. Moves hands in the sand
c. Begins to play with sand
d. Picks up sand and sifts it
e. Creates forms or shapes with sand

Figure 2. Curriculum Design from Component to Data Points
GRADE LEVEL
The components (i.e., preschool and elementary) are indicators of the performance
objective (PO) that would be commensurate witii students without disabilities. In some
situations due to the severity of die handicap and the PO that is being developed, an
elementary aged child may be either in a data point at the functional skill level or the ageappropriate skill level in the preschool component. The reason for the flexible design is to
accommodate educators who must implement adapted physical education programs in one-,
two- OTthree-teacher school districts in rural/remote Montana. The educator has the option
to select the data points in whatever component is most appropriate for the handicapped
student of any ability. It may necessitate going to a slightly different goal area but the
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ability to move between cxnnponents is one of the strengths of the RISPE data base
curriculum and provides extreme flexibility in the design of an adapted physical education
program for children with moderate and severe^rofound disabilities and youth with a wide
variability in disabilities and capabilities.
The educator who is using the DPSN element in the adapted physical education
curriculum has two options available when a terminal data point is obtained during the
assessment stage. One option, as in the preceding paragraph, is to move to the next
compcment and select the ccnnmensurate goal area. From this goal area a closely related PO
is selected. As the curriculum design utilizes reverse chaining (i.e., working backward),
the educator would begin at the terminal age-appropriate data point and move to the lower
data points to find the instructional starting point. The other alternative is to stay with the
goal area of the same conqx>nent and select another PO. As the goal areas are fulfilled by
achieving the terminal age-appropriate data points, this strategy provides the student with a
strong foundation. Which approach is selected is dependent upon the goals, objectives,
and extent of the student's deficiencies.
PERFORM ANCE OBJECTIVES
For each competent the first PO is “ 1" and a continuous numbering system is
employed throughout the six goal areas. Thus for the preschool component there are 50
POs, which would be numbered from 1 to 50; for the elementary component there are 57
POs. The larger number of POs in the elementary element reflects the increasing
complexity of games and sports at higher maturation levels. The educator has the
prerogative to woik with a PO from each goal area or several POs within a goal area. At
the minimum, there should be one PO from each goal area.
By recording the POs that were accomplished each session on the RISPE data base data
sheet (Appendix A), the educator can systematically track the student’s progress each year.
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Thus, an educator could review the data base sheet at the beginning of the year and know
which POs had been accomplished at the terminal data points. This cataloging procedure
ensures that die adapted physical education program will focus on improving weaknesses
rather than duplicating POs in which the student is at peer status. With this system the
adapted physical education program is prescriptive and developmental and, therefore,
would more closely parallel the clasaoom curriculum in which the student progresses with
increased ability.
PURPOSE OF LESSON
As the RISPE data base curriculum format is consistent throughout each of the
elements, the instructional design is constant for each goal area at whatever conqponent.
The educator needs only to understand the process and develop an initial proficiency for
implanenting the curriculum in an adapted physical education setting. Henceforth, the
educatCH* will instinctively use the RISPE instructional techniques when presenting the
lesson.
Prior to implementing the instructional process, the educator must first decide whether
the element is appropriate for the student involved in the adapted physical education
program. The next step is to select the component (i.e., preschool or elementary) that is
suitable for the student. The obvious rule to follow is to select the component that is
reflective of the grade level of the student. As mentioned earlier, this is not necessary but
adhering to this rule will sufhce most of the time. After the selection of the component, the
educator must choose from the goal areas the POs on which the adapted physical education
program will dwell. The number will be reflective of the time available for the program but
the recommended guideline is to select at least one PO from each goal area.
The instruction sequence is predicated upon five aspects: Placement, Baseline,
Instruction, Post-test, and Maintenance. Built into these stages is an assessment inventory
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Preschool

Perform ance O bjective: ____

Goal:

Individual Play

flay with toys in water

Skill Level: _JEimctional ability to maneuver tovs in water
MATERIALS

large container, water, floating water toy, plastic
apron (optional), and sponges
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION lEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

No functional resptmse
Puts hands in water
Moves hands in water
Submerges hands in water
Picks up toy and drops in water

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

on table or floor with container of
water
VERBAL CUE

Play with a toy in the water.

DIRECHGNS

1. Have water, container, and float
toy available
2. Place float toy beside water
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide renforcement when
required
5. Record data
*************************************************************
Skill Level: Aee-aporonriate abilitv to maneuver tovs in water
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Releases toy in water and allows to float
independently for 5 seconds
b. Pushes a floating toy for 5 seconds
c. Pushes a floating toy for 10 seconds

VERBAL CUE

Play with a toy in the water.

DIRECTIONS

1. Have water, container, and float
toy available
2. Place float toy beside water
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
Figure 3. Example of the performance objective sheet
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to determine appropriate proficiencies (Placement), starting point for instruction and
verificaticMi of placement (Baseline), practice of the assessed POs (Instruction), analysis of
mastery of POs (Post-test), and continuation of instruction (Maintenance). Thus the
RISPE curriculum complies with P.L. 94-142 by assessing POs prior to the delivery to
students with disabilities. The next part will specifically delineato the techniques that are
recommended for the implœaentation of the RISPE data based curriculum. For illustration
purposes, the goal area from which a PO was selected is Individual Play. The performance
objective sheet for the PO, “Play with toys in water,” is depicted in Figure 3. The skill
level is “...maneuver toys in water.” There are three data points (a, b, and c) for the ageappropriate (2) and five data points (a, b, c, d, and e) for the functional skill level (1). The
terminal data point is the highest data point (i.e., “c”) of the age-appropriate sldll level. The
use of the skill levels and data points wUl become more explicit as the stages of the RISPE
data based are developed.
PLACEM ENT
Placement provides the educator with an assessment inventory to determine the POs related
to developmental play and sport skills that the student can perform at an age-appropriate
level. For purposes of illustration, one PO from each of the six goal areas. Individual
Play, Toy Manipulation, Playground Skills, Rhythmic Movement, Dual and Group Play
and Aquatics, in the preschool component will be assumed to be assessed. As mentioned
earlier, this is the minimal number of POs to be analyzed by Placement While there are no
rigid guidelines, an educator should not expect successful termination on more than 50% of
the POs assessed. Figure 4 is an illustration of the POs that were assessed during the
hypothetical placement. The number of POs would be greater than our example in most
cases. After completing the placement of one PO, the educator should move to the next
sequence number to be assessed. The POs proposed for instruction can easily be assessed
and recorded in one session.
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Component

P resch o o l
Total Assessment POs = 6

Goal Area
Performance Objective

Individual Play
Play with toys in water

Goal Area
Performance Objective

Toy M anipulation
Bounce balloon in the air

Goal Area
Performance Objective

P layground Skills
Identify various playground equipment

Goal Area
Performance Objective

R hythm ic M ovement
Play a one-handed percussicm instrument

Goal Area
Performance Objective

Dual and G roup Play
Seek out a hidden person

Goal Area
Performance Objective

A quatics
Familiarization with water

Figure 4, Developmental Play and Sport Nonambulatory Performance Objectives
Placement is predicated upon whether the student is capable of accomplishing the
terminal data point. If the student can perform three correct trials at the terminal, the
educator chooses another PO, either in the same goal area or another goal area. If the
student fails to consummate die motor behavior, the educator moves the student to
Baseline.
The procedure below is followed during the placement stage:
1. Select the appropriate data base element (i.e.. Developmental Play and Sport
Nonambulatory)
2. Select the appropriate data based component (i.e., preschool).
3. Select the goal area (i.e., Individual Play) and the PO (i.e., “Play with toys in water”)
to be assessed in placement
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4. Identify the highest data point of the age-appropriate skill level (i.e., c. “Pushes a
floating toy for 10 seconds”)*
5. From the performance objective sheet, illustrated in Figure 3, transfer the following
information to the data sheet (Appendix A): goal area, PO, skill level, student
information, data points, and verbal cue information.
6. At the bottom of the page under the Purpose column write Placement on the first row.
7. Under the Skill level (SL) column, write “2” to represent age-appropriate skill level.
8. The next column is data point (DP). In Placement, the trials are conducted at the
terminal data point; therefore, place a "c” on the first row under the DP column.
9. This process is followed for each PO that will be assessed through Placement Thus
if 10 POs are to be assessed, 10 data sheets will be needed to record the data fen* each
PO.
10. Look at the verbal cue section and mentally note it. For the PO “Play with toys in
water,” the verbal cue is “Play with a toy in the water.” This verbal cue should be
used whenever data is being collected related to the PO “Play with toys in water.” If
the verbal cue needs to be adjusted, a written record should be kept of the change.
11. Vrith the client present, assess for Placement using the following steps:
a. Give only the verbal cue to the student.
b. If the student performs the PO at the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c), mark an X in the
first (i.e., 1) Trials column.
c. If the student fails to demonstrate the PO at the appropriate SL/DP (i.e., 2/c), mark
a 0 in the first Trials column.
d. The placement cycle is to give the verbal cue and record whether the student
performs the PO at the appropriate SL/DP (i.e., 2/c). If the student achieves the
SL/DP, an X is marked in the column that coincides to the trial and if the student
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fails to perform the SL/DP, an 0 is marked in the proper column. During
Placement, DO NOT ASSIST THE CHILD IN ANY WAY.
e. During the placement phase, no positive reinforcement is given relevant to
performance as assessment is being conducted. However, it is acceptable to do so
for appropriate behaviors non-contingent to the specific motor performance (e.g.,
waiting, attending, etc.).
12. In the Correct column record the ratio of correct to attempts (i.e., 1/3). During the
placement stage, the ratio will always be based on three trials.
13. Put 0 in the Reinforcer column since reinforcement is not permitted during Placement.
14. Select a number (i.e., 32) that represents a comment from the Reinforcement and
Comment menu (Appendix B) and record it under the Comment column.
15. Under file Date column record the date.
16. The PO “Play with toys in water,” has been assessed for Placement. Select another
PO to be analyzed by the placement proœss.
An example of the data collected during the placement process is depicted in Figure 5.
As is illustrated for Placement, the student performed the first trial correctly and failed to
execute the SL/DP (i.e., 2/c) properly on the second and third trials. The Correct column
has a 1/3, which indicares that the student performed one correct trial in three tries. The
Reinforcer column has 0 as no reinforcements are to be used during the placement process.
The comment selected from the Reinforcer and Comment Menu was 32. The date of the
trials was 8/5.

Purpose
Placement

SL
2

DP
c

1
X

2
0

3
0

4

Tii als
5 6

7

8

9

10 Conect Reinfotcer Comment Date
32
0
8/5
1/3

Figure 5. Example of Placement Data Process
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Placement is to detennine whether the educator should select the particular PO or
choose another PO. The placement process delves into a PO to determine if the baseline
process should be implemented. Since a true level of psychomotor performance should be
derived from the student, no reinforcement is given to the student for a conect motor
response. To ensure an effective placement process, the teacher must: (1) gamer the
appropriate information from the curriculum and record it on the data sheet; (2) secure the
appropriate assessment matoials and provide tiie necessary environment; (3) utilize stated
verbal cues and deliver them appropriately; (4) respond to the child’s response
appropriately; and, (5) record data in accordance with the student’s response.
BA SELINE
Baseline is the portion of the assessment process which links Placement to Instmction.
Baseline continues with the POs that were assessed during Placement The primary
purpose of Baseline is to determine the appropriate place to begin Instmction, as well as
verify the results of the placement process.
Baseline uses the rev^-se chaining instmctional approach. Assessnwot for Baseline
begins where the placement process ended, which was the terminal SL/DP (Le., 2/c). The
baseline process requires that the educator works backward to identify the SL/DP befitting
the student’s individualized abilities. To complete the baseline process the educator
implements the following steps:
1. In the Purpose column underneath Placement, write Baseline.
2. As Baseline begins at the terminal data point, on the Baseline row in the SL column,
record the skill level (i.e., “2” for age-appropriate). On the same row but under the
DP column, log the terminal point (i.e., “c”). Remember that Baseline begins where
Placement terminated
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3. Prepare the area as the Environmental Cue specifies and lay out the equipment that is
listed under the Materials.
4. The baseline cycle consists of a model/verbal phase followed by a verbal cue. Recite
the verbal cue as the behavior is modeled (i.e., “This is playing with a toy in water.”)
and then direct the student to perform the behavior (i.e., “Joe, play with a toy in the
water.”).
5. If the student performs the behavior, mark an X under the 2 column. If the student
fails to execute the behavior, record a 0. Give no corrections or assistance.
6. In Baseline two trials are executed for each SL/DF; therefore. Step 4 is repeated a
second time. This lime the data is recorded in the second (i.e., 2) column.
7. If the student performs one or zero trials incorrectly. Baseline continues for the
particular PO that is being assessed.
8. As the baseline process uses reverse chaining, the next assessment is done at the next
lower SL/DP (i.e., 2/b).
9. At the new SL/DP (i.e., 2/b), the baseline cycle (Steps 4, 5, 6 ,7, and 8) is repeated.
Again if the student fails to execute two correct bdiavior responses, tiie new baseline
cycle for the particular PO is reversed chain to the next lower SL/DP (i.e., 2/a).
10. If the student performs each trial correctly for the SL/DP (i.e., 2/a), Baseline is
terminated for the particular PO being tested.
11. Complete the baseline row by recording the data in the Correct column, Reinforcer
column, Cbinment column, and Date column. A number will be placed m the
Comment column which will be selected firom the Reinforcer and Comment Menu
(Appendix B).
12. After con^leting Baseline on one PO, the next stage is Instruction.
The recording of the infcmnation cited above is depicted in Figure 6. As is noted, the
SL/DP involved in Placement is 2/c. The SL/DP was where Baseline commenced. As the
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student being tested had no correct performance at 2/c, the reverse chaining process
resulted in the new SL/DP being 2/b. On 9/7, another assessment session resulted in the
student not being able to perform 2/b SL/DP correctly for both trials and the reverse
chaining continued to the 2/a SL/DP. The student on 9/8 performed the 2/a SL/DP
correctly for both of the trials. Now Baseline is terminated and Instruction commences.

Purpose
Placement

SL
2

DP

1

c

X

2
0

Baseline

2

c

0

0

0/2

0

12

9/6

Baseline
Baseline

2
2

b
a

0
X

X
X

1/2
2/2

0
0

11
44

9/7

3
0

4

Tri als
5 6

7

8

9

10 Correct Reinforcea- Comment Date
1/3
0
32
8/5

9/8

Figure 6 Example of Baseline Data Process Data
Baseline is a process in which the educator pinpoints the specific skill level (SL) and
data point (DP) of the PO that the student can complete aftw the use of modeling and a
verbal cue. As with Placement, no reinforcement is given to the child for a correct motor
response. The primary role of the baseline process is the link between Placement and
Instruction as it identifies the SL/DP at which the instructional stage will commence. To be
competent in the baseline process, the educator should: (1) arrange the environment as
described in the guide and furnish the necessary equipment; (2) utilize modeling and the
verbal cue to provide the student with the prerequisite information; (3) respond to the
student’s performance by reinforcing social not motor behaviors; and (4) record baseline
data in accordance with student’s response.
IN STR U C TIO N
The previous two stages of the Developmental Play and Sport Nonambulatory element
have been executed to assess the motor skill capabilities of the student. Without
assessment the PCs for the student with moderate/severe disabilities are arbitrarily selected.
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Not only does failure to assess deny the student an effective adapted physical education
program, it also violates federal law {Federal Register, 1977; 1986).
Instruction is coupled to the assessment and is predicated upon the data collected during
Baseline. Instruction commences at the SL/DP (i.e., 2/b) juxtaposed to the SL/DP (i.e.,
2/a) at which Baseline terminated. The rationale behind beginning the instructional process
above Baseline is that the student exhibited the ability to perform the motor skill during the
baseline process. As hstruction establishes conditions that will enhance the student’s
acquisition of new psychomotor skills, the instructional process should begin at a level
higher than what the student is able to perform. Thus, Placement and Baseline determine
the acquired abilities of the student; Instruction is to establish new learning settings that
will promote the development of motor skills.
Instruction includes the following:
1. Complete the placement and baseline processes.
2. On the data sheet, under the Purpose column, write Instruction.
3. On the Placement row, undar the SL column, note either “ 1” or “2” determined by
whether the skill level is functional (1) cm: age-appropriate (2) and under the DP
column specify the letter that corresponds to the data point Instruction always begins
at the SL/DP (i.e., 2/b) above the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/a) of Baseline.
4. Prepare the area as the environmental cue specifies and lay out the equipment that is
listed under the materials.
5. During Instruction always use the same verbal cue that was used during Placement
and Baseline.
6. The instruction cycle consists of three interdependent processes: (a) verbal cue, (b)
modeling, and (c) physical assistance.
7. The cuing for the three phases of the instruction cycle is as follows:
a. Verbal Cue: “Jim, play with a toy in the water.”
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b. Modeling: “Jim, this is playing with a toy in the water.” Accompany the verbal cue
with a demonstration by the educator.
c. Physical Assist: “Jim, this is playing with a toy in the water.” Assist the student to
play with a toy in the water.
8. The following steps are followed during the instructional process:
a. If the student completes the behavior afta* the verbal cue, an X is recorded on the
data sheet under the first Trials column or the column that relates to the trial just
concluded.
b. If the student fails to perform the behavior, modeling is utilized. If the student
performs the behavior after the modeling, an “M” is recorded in the column which
ccrresponds to the trial just completed.
c. If the student still does not demonstrate the behavior in which instruction is given,
the next stage in the cycle is to assist the student physically. If physical assistance
is employed, a “P” is recorded under the appropriate trial.
d. The stages cited in a, b, and c constitute one trial. If the educator is on the first trial
in the instructional process and goes through the verbal cue, modeling, and physical
assistance, under the first column (i.e., 1) of Trials, a “P” would be recorded.
9. The educator determines the numb®* of trials (cycles) that the student will attempt to
perform at the particular SL/DP (i.e., 2/b). There should be a minimum of three and
a maximum of ten.
10. Instruction of the particular SL/DP (i.e., 2/b) is continued until criterion is reached.
(Mterion is met when the student performs three consecutive correct behaviors after
the verbal cue is given. A good practice is to circle the three consecutive, conect
trials (i.e., X X X )
11. Reinforcement for the correct motOT response is permitted during Instruction and
recorded under the Reinforcement column (i.e., 31).
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12. Complete the Correct column, Reinforcer column, Ckxnment column, and the Date
column. The Reinforcer column and the Comment column are completed by selecting
numbers from the Reinforcer and Comment Menu (Appendix B).
13. After criterion is obtained the educator then proceeds to the next higher SL/DP (i.e.,
2/c). Upon completion of three successful trials, as indicated by three Xs at the
terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c), the educator transfers the student to Post-test.
The points that have been discussed will be further illuminated by turning to a
completed data sheet. The data sheet depicted in Hgure 7 is a continuation of the one
utilized in Placement and Baseline. On 9/11, the educator did five trials for the PO (i.e..
Play with toys in water) at the 2/b SL/DP. For the first trial, the educator gave the verbal
cue and the student failed to perform the behavior. The educates went to modeling and
again the correct behavior was not poformed. The educator physically assisted the
student. To indicate that physical assistance was utilized to help the student perform the
motor behavior correctly on the first instruction row under the 1 column, a *‘P” is recorded.
The second trial resulted in the educator going through the three phases of the instruction
cycle again, thus “P” was recorded under the second column. During the third trial, the
student performed the correct behavior after modeling a “M’' was recorded under Column

4

Tri als
5 6

Purpose

SL

DP

1

2

3

Placement

2

c

X

0

0

Baseline

2

c

0

0

Baseline

2

b

0

X

Baseline
Instruction

2

a

X

X

2

b

p

p

M X

P

Instruction

2

c

p

p

M X

X

X

7

8

9

10 Correct Reinforcer Comment Date
1/3
0/2

0

32

8/5

0

12

AH
2/2

0

11

9/6
9/7

0

44

9/8

1/5

31

22

9/11

31

33

9/12

, 3/6,

Figure 7. Example of Recorded Data for Instruction
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3. In the fourth trial, the student correctly demonstrated the behaviorafter the verbal cue
was given, an X was recorded under Column 4. During Trial 5, the educator had to
physically assist the child and a “P” is so recorded in Column 5. The ellipse around the
three Xs indicate that criterion was met and in this exan^le the student conq)leted the PO by
meeting criterion on the terminal SI7DP.
Instruction provides three approaches, verbal cue, modeling, physical assist, for the
student to grasp the behavior. These three interdependent processes reinforce each other
and increase the likelihood that the skill wiU be assimilated and later recalled. Furthermore,
InstructicHi is methodical and reduces the dissonance that is produced during
extemporaneous teaching styles.
The instructional process used in this curriculum is non-categorical; instruction can be
implemented for various ages and handicapping conditions. The ability to deal with diverse
problems enables the educator to instruct effectively up to five students from a diverse age
or handicapping range. The interaction of the students provides the educator with the
opportunity to woric on appropriate social behavior in the gymnasium, in addition to actual
POs. To effectuate the instructional process, the social behavior in the adapted physical
education class must be appropriate. The RISPE curriculum is founded upon the concqpt
that appropriate social behavior must be demonstrated by students prior to the session of
motor learning. Thus, when a student performs correct motor behavior, there is intrinsic
reinforcement; that is, success in a motor skill is reinforcing in itself. Therefore, the model
ensures that the reinforcement of motca* learning to social reinforcement is 1:1 at all steps
within the teaching model.
With the completion of the PO, the educator moves to the fourth stage. Post-test.
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PO ST -T E ST
The purpose of Post-test is to ensure that the student has mastered the PO before
Maintenance is implemented Post-test replicates Placement and Baseline and does not
provide for reinforcement for the correct motor response. Furthermore, the Post-test model
utilizes cuing and excludes physical assistance and modeling. The Post-test stage is
predicated upon the assumption that the student has conceptualized the motor reqx)nse and
will respond correctly after the verbal cue is given. The same verbal cue is used that has
been used in the Placement, Baseline, and Instruction stages.
As with Baseline, the student is given two trials to perform the motor behavior during
Post-test. If the child fails to demonstrate two correct responses, reverse chaining is
implemented (i.e., 2/c, 2/d, 2/a, 1/e, 1/d, etc.) until the student performs two correct
responses. This construct is predicated upon the theory that the student has maintained the
ability to perform some particular SL/DP, thus the post-test process is delving into the
cognition to determine what SL/DP the student has retained. The post-test process is as
follows:
1. Post-testing continues where Instruction ended, which is at the highest SL/DP of the
PO. Post-testing is implemented after the student has met instructional criterion for
thePO.
2. Post-test is performed one week after the completion of Instruction.
3. The student is permitted two trials during the post-testing process. Only verbal cues
are permitted. An example of the verbal cue would be, “John, play with a toy in the
water.”
4. Continue Post-test at the same PO until the child successfully performs two
successive trials.
5. If the student fails to perform two successive trials at the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c),
begin the reverse chaining process for the SL/DP (i.e., 2/b, 2/a, 1/e, 1/d, etc.).
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6. Based upon the student’s accomplishments, the educator will select one of two
routes. The selection will depend upon the SL/DP the student completes (i.e., X X)
Post-test. The two situations are as follows:
a. If the student completes Post-test at the terminal SI/D P (i.e., 2/c), the educator will
implement Maintenance.
b. If during the Post-test, the student ends up reverse chaining at a non terminal
SL/DP (i.e., 2/b, 2/a, 1/e, 1/d, 1/c, 1/b or 1/a), the educator returns the student to
Instruction and continues the instructional process.
7. Complete the Post-test row of the data sheet by recording the necessary data for the
Correct column, Reinforcer column. Comment column, and Date column.

PuiDose
Placement
Baseline

SL

Baseline

Tri als
5 6

DP
c

1

2

3

X

0

0

c

0

2

b

Baseline

2

a

0
X

0
X

Instruction

2

b

P

p

Instruction
Post-test

2
2

c
c

p
X

Post-test

2

b

P
0
X

0

1/2

Post-test

2

a

X

X

2/2

2
2

4

X
M X
M X

P
X

X

7

8

9

10 Correct Reinforcer Comment Date
32
1/3
0
8/5
0/2
0
12
9/6
1/2
11
0
9/7
2/2

0

44

9/8

1/5
3/6
1/2

31

22

9/11

31

33

9/12
9/15
9/15
9/15

Figure 8. Example of Post-test Data Process that returns student to Instruction.
In the Post-test example that is depicted in Figure 8, the student on 9/15 was post-tested
at the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c) and successfully completed only one of two trials. Based
upon die post-test construct, the reverse chain process is implemented. The student
demonstrated two correct responses at the 2/a SL/DP. Thus for this example, the educator
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would return to Instruction on this PO (i.e.. Play with toys in water) and begin the
instruction process at the 2/b SL/DP.
In Figure 9 a different testing result occurred. On 9/15, the student performed correctly
the two trials (i.e., X X) at the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c). Therefore, no reverse chaining
was necessary. The curriculum process designates diat the educator moves the student to
Maintenance.

4

PUTDOSC

SL

DP

1

2

3

Placement
Baseline

2

c

X

0

0

2

c

0

0

Baseline

2

b

0

X

Basdine

2

a

Instruction
Instruction

2
2

b

X
p

X
p M X

Post-test

2

c
c

p
X

p M X
X

Tri als
5 6

P
X

X

7

8

9

10 Correct Reinforcer Comment Date
0
32
8/5
1/3
0/2
12
9/6
0
1/2
11
0
9/7
2/2

0

44

9/8

1/5

31

22

3/6
..,2/2

31

33

9/11
9/12
9/15

.

Figure 9. Example of Post-test Data Process that Leads to Maintenance
M AINTENANCE
Maintenance is activated if the student con^letes two successful trials (i.e., X X)
during Post-test at the PC’s terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c), after one week has elapsed. Thus
the student must have retained the ability to perform two correct trials one week later at the
highest SL/DP for the particular motor ability begin Maintenance. In Maintenance no
reinforcement or physical assistance is given when the student incorrectly executes the
psychomotor skills.
Maintenance testing resumes where Post-test ended which is at the terminal SL/DP
(i.e., 2/c). The differences between the two processes is that Maintenance (1) has an
assigned time interval between tests (i.e., 2 weeks -1 month - 3 months - 6 months -1
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year), (2) has three trials during each session, and (3) does not involve reverse chaining to
lower SL/DP for the PO. Maintenance involves the following steps:
1. Write Maintenance under the Purpose column.
2. Begin maintaining the PO [i.e., “Play with toys in water” at the terminal SL/DP (i.e.,
2/c)].
3. Use only the verbal cue (i.e., “John, play with a toy in the water.”) during
Maintenance.
4. Three trials are given during each maintenance testing session.
5. Continue maintenance testing only at the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c) of the PO (i.e..
Play with toys in water) at the interval periods of 2 weeks - 1 month - 3 months - 6
months - 1 year.
6. Never go below the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c) during Maintenance.
7. Complete the Maintenance row by filling in the Trials, Correct, Reinforcer,
Comment, and Date columns.
If during maintenance testing, the student fails to perform three correct terminal SL/DP
(i.e., 2/c) record the trials with an X for correct and an 0 for incorrect and continue with the
maintenance schedule of 2 weeks - 1 month - 3 months - 6 months -1 year. Once
Maintenance has commenced no reverse chaining will be implemented. If at the end of the
maintenance duration of one year, the educater believes that the child lacks sufficient
retention of the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c) then the PO should be baselined again so that the
instructional process can be re-established. After Instruction, the educator would again
initiate Post-test to analyze whether Instruction or Maintenance should be implement.
Figure 10 illustrates a situation in which Post-testing was successful at the terminal
SL/DP (i.e., 2/c) and the student was moved to Maintenance. The maintenance schedule of
2 weeks -1 month - 3 months - 6 months -1 year was followed. As is revealed on four of
the five maintenance sections, the student failed to perform three correct trials at the
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^ m in al SL/DP (i.e., 2/c). Yet Maintenance continued for one year irrespective of the
numbar of correct trials.

SL
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Baseline
Baseline
Baseline

2
2
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c
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b

0
X

Instruction
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Instruction
Post-test
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2
2
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p
X
X

X
X
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d
e
e
e

p
p
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0
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2

e
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e
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e

X
X

X
X
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d
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X
0
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0
0
X

3
0

4

Tri als
5 6

X
M X
M X

P
X

X

7

8

9

10 CMiect Rdnfmcer Comment
32
0
1/3
0/2

0

12

1/2
2/2

0

11
44

1/5
3/6
2/2
2/3

0
31
31

22
33

Date
8/5
9/6
9/7
9/8
9/11
9/12
9/15
9/26

2/3

10/15

X

2/3...

12/15

0
X

2/3

3/15
9/15

3/3

Figure 10. Example of Recorded Data for Maintenance
At the completion of the year, the educator has the option of either initiating again the
assessment of the particular PO at the baseline stage, selecting new POs that augment the
goal area at the same component level or, moving to the adjoining component, select a
companion PO. The educator’s decision is predicated upon the student’s adapted physical
education needs.
PERFORM ANCE OBJECTIVE SHEET
The Performance Objective Sheet contains all the curriculum information that the
educator will need to implement each PO of the RISPE data based curriculum. Besides the
SL/DPs that have been alluded to during the discussion of the five curriculum stages.
Placement, Baseline, Instruction, Post-test, and Maintenance, the Performance Objective
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Sheet contains the verbal cue, necessary materials, environmental setting, and directions.
Each of these factors contributes to a smooth transition between data points.
The verbal cue is succinctly cited and if used consistently provides the student with a
constant signal as to what motor behavior is being requested. The RISPE cue that is
specified for the PO is particular to it. Thus, consistency is ensured if the educator will
comply with instructional strategies. Initially, the verbal cue may appear to be inadequate,
but strict adherence to the format will promote efficiency in the acquisition of psychomotor
skills when the student recognizes the cue.
Approjniate cuing is paramount to the successful use of the RISPE curriculum. While
the cue on the Perfcamanœ Objective Sheet is indicated as a verbal cue, that is merely for
convenience. The cue is not necessarily verbal; P.L. 94-142 specifies that
communications must be of a nature which the student is able to receive {Federal Register,
1977). If the student is incapable of receiving verbal cues, the educator must modify the
mode firom a verbal cue. Thus the verbal cue would be either a sign or a signal for a
hearing- or sight-impaired student.
Some of the guidelines that the educator should foUow when cuing are as follows:
1. Each behavior (i.e., motor or social) is preceded by a cue which uses the child’s first
name.
2. All cues should be consistent and sensitive to the student’s receptive language.
3. All cues should be given in a firm voice and command oriented.
4. The educator should be consistent in citing the cues.
5. The educator should provide a brief time for the cue to be consequenced.
6. Cues should be given when the educator has eye contact with the student
7. Cues should be at the child’s acquisition level.
8. Cues should be specific to the task.
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The environmental setting refers to the physical education surroundings or facilities that
should be provided during the adz^pted physical education sessions for the student to
perform the SL/DP. The environmental setting was designed with minimal facilities and
space since limited room exists for adapted physical education in ruralAemote schools; the
most common environs are classrooms, hallways, etc. The focus is on practical and
efficient usage of rather restrictive learning environments. Where appropriate, hazards that
may threaten the safety of the student have been indicated.
The materials that have been specified be used during the session have been kept to a
ininimum and are typically inexpensive items. Again the reasoning is that rural/remote
schools do not have the luxury to provide specialized equipment for adapted physical
education. If the materials are not available, they can be easily made or improvised firom
other items.
The directions that are provided are to enhance the implementation of the RISPE data
base curriculum. They provide insights into the protocol that the educator will use to
implement the adapted physical educaticm program. They are particular for the PO and
should be read preceding the meeting with the student and followed during the session.
Once the educator becomes acquainted with the process of the POs, there should be less
reliance upon the directions, as a similar pattern is followed for all POs.
In summary, five processes. Placement, Baseline, Instruction, Post-test, Maintenance,
interlock to constitute the RISPE data base teaching model. While the educator’s role is
similar for each of these stages, the strategies may vary slightly. Figure 11 provides an
overview of the number of trials, educator’s role, type of reinforcement, and starting point
for each of the processes. The educator commences Placement at the terminal SL/DP and
provides a cue only prior to the trial and the student has three opportunities to perform the
motor ability. If the behavior is performed correctly, another PO is selected or the same PO
is selected at a higher element. If the behavior is performed incorrectly, the educator uses
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the reverse chaining process to analyœ what SIVDP of the PO the child can do correctly.
In Baseline, the educator uses modeling followed by cuing to assess the student’s
capability to illustrate the motor behavior. After two trials, the educator probes backward
to det^mine the SL/DP that the student can pafcmn. Instruction is the actual teaching
phase of the process and the beginning point is one SL/DP above Baseline. The educator
selects the number of trials ftom three to ten. An instructional cycle of cue, model, and
physical assistance is used, if needed, to aid in the learning process of the SL/DP. The
student is moved to higher SL/DP when the student has completed three trials successfully.
Instruction continues until the student accomplishes three successful trials at terminal
SL/DP.
PROCESS
Placement

CHILDTRIALS
3

Baseline

2

Instruction

Teacher
detomined
(max 10)
2
3

Post-test
Maintenance

TEACHER ROLE
• cue only
• model
•cue
•cue
• model
• physical assistance
• cue only
• cue only

REDMPORCEMENT
none
none
1:1 social group

none
none

STARTING SL/DP
tam inal (highest) for
thatPO
• terminal
• probe backward
DP above baseline
where child has 2
correct
terminal
terminal

Figure 11. Overview of RISPE data based process
Post-test is the first stage of analyzing whether the student retained the ability to
perform the terminal SL/DP. The student is given two trials after giving a cue only. If
performed correctly, the student is put in the maintenance process. If performed
incorrectly, reverse probing is done until the student is able to do two SL/DP correctly.
Thus, instruction process is implemented again at the SL/DP above that tested correctly at
the Post-test SL/DP. Maintenance is a periodic assessment process (i.e., 2 weeks -1
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month - 3 months - 6 months -1 year) to determine if the student has retained the ability to
perform the terminal SL/DP.
The next two sections contain the Performance Objective Sheets for the preschool and
elementary elements. While the elements coincide with die grades of the studeits in
general, students who perform either much above or below a particular element can be
shifted to a concomitant element. The educator, after assessment, will be cognizant of the
student’s general abilities and which element is best for the student based upon the PO
being implemented.
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A.

Individual Play

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

PAGE #

Play in the sand..................

38

Able to pour sand................................................................... 39
M anipulate toys in sand......................................................... 40
Play with toys in w ater...................................................................41
Engage in climbing exercise...................................................42
Move under a play object without awheelchair.........................43
Move under a play object in a wheelchair...................................... 44
Seek new play environment............................................................ 45
Hang from a play object................................................................. 46
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Component:

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

Jadiyidual Plav_

Plav in the sand

SkiU Level: Functional ability to move hands in the sand
WXTBÜtALS
sand box/large container of sand

Da t a PôlN T SrôR P ftÉ C iS iüN TEACHING
a.
b.
c.
d.

Makes no response
Turns from sand
Puts one hand in sand without movement
Moves one hand tentatively

ENVIRONMENTAL CÜË
on table or floor with containers of
sand
VER6ALCÜE
Move hands in the sand.

1. Have large container and sand
available
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Skill Level: Age-appropriate ability to move hands in the sand_________________
■DATX POINTS FÙR PRECISIIXM t e a c h in g
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Places both hands in sand without
movement
Moves hands in sand
Begins to play with sand
Picks up sand and sifts it
Creates forms or shapes with sand

VERBAL CUE
Move hands in the sand.

DIRECTIONS
1. Have large container and sand
available
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

Goal:

M ividw al Piay

Able to DOur sand

Skill Level: Functional ability to use container to pick up and pour sand
MATERIALS

cup, 2 containers (one that fits into the other), and
sand
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Fails to respond to cue
Responds by playmg in sand
Responds by picking up cup
Buries empty cup in sand
Fills cup witii sand

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

on table or floor with empty
containers
VERBAL CUE

Fill the container with sand.

DIRECTIONS

1. Have sand box, cup, and
container available
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Skill Level: Age-approtniate ability to tise container to pick u p and pour sand------------DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a
b.
c.
d.

Lifts filled cup and pours sand into box
Lifts filled cup and places it outside of sandbox
Pours sand into container and spills a lot
Pours sand into container with little spillage

VERBAL CUE

Fill the container with sand.

DIRECTIONS

1. Have sand box, cup, and
container available
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
_____
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Component:

± tg sc h w l

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

IndividMÏ Play

■Manipulate tovs in sand

Skill Level: Functional ability to dig holes in the sand
MATERIALS

large container, sand, and shovel

DATA POINTS FOR PRECBION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Makes no response
Puts hands in sand
Moves hands in sand
Cups hands and digs with hands
Picks up shovel and drops it

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

on table or floor with containers of
sand
VERBAL CUE

Dig a hole in the sand.

DIRECIIONS

1. Have sand box or large container,
sand, and shovel available
2. Give vCTbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Skill Level: Age-appropriate ability to dig holes in sand_________________________
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

VERBAL CUE

Dig a hole in the sand.
Places shovel in sand
Moves sand with shovel
Digs hole to a depth half the length of the shovel
Digs and fills hole a depth half Ae length of the
shovel
DIRECTIONS

1. Have sand box or large container,
sand, and shovel available
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
_____
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Component:

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

Individual Plav

Play with tovs in water

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to maneuver tovs in water
MATERIALS

large container, water, floating water toy, plastic
apron (optional), and sponges

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

on table or floor with container of
water

DATA PCMNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

No functional response
Puts hands in water
Moves hands in water
Submerges hands in water
Picks up toy and drops in water

VERBAL CUE

Play with a toy in the water.

DIRECTIONS

1. Have water, container, and float
toy available
2. Place float toy beside water
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
Skill Level: Aee-aooropriate abilitv to maneuver tovs in water
DATA PCMNTS FOR PRBCBION TEACHING

a. Releases toy in water and allows to float
independently for 5 seconds
b. Pushes a floating toy for 5 seconds
c. Pushes a floating toy for 10 seconds

VERBAL CUE

Play with a toy in the water.

DIRECTIONS

1. Have water, container, and float
toy available
2. Place float toy beside water
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

Jgrgsçhool

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

lodlvidoM P?ay

Engage in climbing exercise

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to climb over a large object
MATERIALS

object big enough to require hand support (e.g.,
bolster or folded mat) and mat
DATA PCHNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Faces the object
Pulls self as if to climb but does not
Uses hands for support and pulls one leg onto
objea
e. Uses hands for support and brings legs onto
object

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

open area with bolster ca*mat placed
upon mat
VERBAL CUE

Climb over the,

DIRECTIONS

1. Place table, chair or sawhorse as
desired
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to climb over a large object___________________
DATA POINTS FOR PRBCISICW TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Pulls body onto object
Moves across the object
Eases off other side of object, one leg at a time
Maintains balance on other side without
stationary support

VERBAL CUE

Climb over the

DIRECTIONS

1. Place table, chair or sawhorse as
desired
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
____
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Preschool

Component:

Perform ance Objective:

Individual Plav

Goal:

Move under a plav object without a wheelchair

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to go under a plav object
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

Open area w ith m at under table

play ob ject (e .g ., strong and sturdy tab le, chair or
saw horse) and m at

VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TOACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Go under the object

No functional response
Faces object
Lowers body to ground
Partially crawls under the object

DIRECTIONS

1. Place table, chair or sawhorse as
desired
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
*************************************************************
Skill Level: A ge-anoropriate ab ilitv to s o under a p lav Q bis£t---------------------------------------DATA PŒNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

I

VERBAL CUE

■

Go under the object
a. Crawls under the object and backs out
b. Crawls under the object and remains
c. Crawls under object and comes out on other side

DIRECTIONS

1. Place table, chair or sawhorse as
desired
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Com ponent:

Preschool__________ Goal:

Perform ance O bjective:

M wW valF^ay

Move un<ier a plav obiect while in a wheelchair.

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to move a wheelchair under a plav obiect---MATERIALS
play ob ject (e .g ., m onkey bars, horizontal ladder,
large play h ou se) and m at

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Faces wheelchair toward object
Moves wheelchair toward object
PartiaUy moves wheelchair under the object

EIWIRONMENTAL CUE
open area w ith sm ooth surface

VERBAL CUE

Go under the object

DIRECnW S

1. Place child by play object
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Skill I

Acft-appronriate abilitv to move wheelchair under a plav obiect

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Moves wheelchair under the object and backs
out
b. Moves under the object and remains
c. Moves under object and reachers for bars or
ceiling
d . Moves under object and comes out other side

VERBAL CUE

Go under the object

DIRECTIONS

1. Place child by play object
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide renforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

M v id iia l Play

JSeck new play environment

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to olav inside a large, enclosed space
MATERIALS
large p lay ob ject accessib le to w heelch air (e.g .,
b ox, tub, crate) and to y s

ENVRWMENTALCUE
open area

DATA POINTS FOR PRBCBION TEACHING

a. Makes no response
b. Looks inside but does not go in
c. Goes inside but comes out immediately

VERBAL CUE

Go inside the
toys.

and plav with the

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up large box or object
Place various toys around
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to plav inside a large, enclosed obiect
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRBCBION TEACHING

Go inside the
a. Goes into large play object and stays but does
the toys.
not play with toys
b. Goes inside object and sits and plays with toys
for one minute or less
c. Goes inside object and plays with toys for 5
minutes or less
d. Goes inside object and plays with toys for more
than 5 minutes

and plav with

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up large box or object
Place various toys around
Give verbal cue
Provide reinfcarcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

Iffdividtfal Play

Hang from a plav obicct

Skill Level: Functional ability to hang from a horizontal bar
kLS

dcd-arm height and

DATA POINTS FOR PRECBICW TEACHING

a. Fails to respond to cue
b. Moves to a position beneath bar
c. Reaches up and grasps bar with full-arm
extension
d. Supports upper body by hanging

ENVIRONMENTAL COE

open area with mat under bar, provide
proper spotting
VERBAL CUE

Hang from the bar.

DIRECTIONS

1. Have horizontal bar set at armheight with mat underneath
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Skill Level: Age-appropriate ability to hang from a horizontal bar
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Supports body by hanging
Hangs for 3 seconds
Hangs for 5 seconds
Hangs for 10 seconds

VERBAL CUE

Hang from the bar.

DIRECTIONS

1. Have horizontal bar set at armheight with mat underneath
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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B.

Toy Manipulation

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

PAGE #

Able to reach for toys................................................................................. 48
Rattle toys to make noise............................................................................ 49
Remove toys 6om a stacked structure........................................................50
Create various shapes from clay................................................................. 51
Makes effective hanimering motions

................................................. 52

Build structures with toys...........................................................................53
Detach toys joined together............................................................... 54
Connect attachable toys............................................................................... 55
Bounce a balloon in the air...............................................................-......... 56
Sail a floppy disc.........................................................................................57
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Component:.

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:.

Toy Manipulation

Able to reach for tovs

Skill Level: Functional ability to reach for a tov
MATERIALS

toys of appropriate size and shape that are attractive
to child

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

No visible response
Eyes focus on toy
Points at toy
Moves toward toy
Reaches out and touches toy

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

toys slightly out of reach of child;
choose between two toys when
appropriate
VERBAL CUE

Reach for the toy.

DlRECliONS

1. Place toy slightly away from child
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data

Skill Level: Age-appropriate ability to reach for a toy___________________________
DATA PŒNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Reaches and picks up toy
Reaches and picks up larger toy
Reaches and picks up srnaller toy
Reaches and picks up round toy

VERBAL CUE

Reach for the

tov.

DIRECTIONS

1. Place toys as needed slightly away
from child
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:.

Presçhool

Perform ance Objective:

_Goal:_

Tov Manipulation

battle tovs to make noise

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to make noise with tovs
iLS

«ecessively heavy

ENVIRONMENTAL COE

toys within reach

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Makes no response
Reaches for toy and then drops it
Picks up toy with both hands and looks at it
Picks up toy and manipulates it

VERBAL CUE

Make noise with the toy.

DIRECTIONS

1. Place non-rattle toys closer to
child
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data

Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to make noise with tovs
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Picks iq> toy and shakes it
b. Continues to shake it even without noise
c. Puts toy down and reaches for another and
shakes it once
d. Shakes the toy several times

VERBAL CUE

Make noise with the toy.

DIRECTIONS

1. Place non-ratde toys closer to
child
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:.

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

Tov Manipulation

Goal:.

Remove tovs from a stacked structure.

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to unstack a series of tovs_
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MAIERIALS

10 stacked tovs. e.c., blocks, duplos, etc., on table

place toys on floor or tabletop
VERBAL CUE

DATA P O m S FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

No functional response
Looks at toys but makes no motor response
Reaches and destroys stack
Reaches and partially destroys stack
Grasps a toy but destroys structure

Remove one toy at a time from the
stack.

DIRBCTIŒ4S

1.
2.
3.
4.

Have stacking toys available
Make a stack
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

*************************************************************
Skill Level: A pe-annrom iate ab ilitv to un stack a series o f to v s------------------------------- ----VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FC « PRECBION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Removes one toy from stack
Removes one toy from top of stack
Removes at least 2 toys from top down
Removes at least 3 toys from top down
Removes all toys from top down individually

Remove one toy at a time from the
stack.

DIRECnONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

H ave Stacking toys available

Make a stack
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:.

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

Toy Mapjpttlatilon

Create various shapes from clay

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to shape clav into various shapes
MATERIALS

clay or playdough, soft enough to be worked

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

tabletop, chairs with child in
proximity of clay
VERBAL CUE

DATA PCMNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Looks at clay but makes no motor response
Places hands on clay
Kneads clay

Shape the clav into a
pancake, ball, etc.).

fi.e..

DIRECTIONS
1.

Have soft clay or playdough
available
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
requited
4. Record data
*************************************************************

Skill f.*vph Aoft-annrnpriate abilitv to shaoe clav into various shaoes
VERBAL CUE

DATA PŒNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Shapes clay into rough form
b. Rolls and shapes clay into appropriate form
c. Makes various forms from clay

Shape the clav into a
pancake, ball, etc.).

DIRECTIONS
1.

Have soft clay or playdough
available
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
requirW
4. Record data
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Component:.

.Goal:.

Piresçhool

Perform ance Objective:

Tov Manipulation

Build structures with tovs

Skill Level: Functional ability to stack tovs
MATERIALS

10 stackable toys (i.e., blocks, duplos, etc.)

DATA POINTS FOR PREOSION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Makes no functional response
Shuffles toys around without stacking
Moves two together (touching each other)
Moves cluster of toys together
Moves cluster togetiier and has at least one
stacked

ENVIRONMSWTAL CUE

tabletep or floor, start with toys
spread out
VERBAL CUE

Stack the toys.

DIRECTiQNS

1. Have blocks or stackable toys
available on floor with client in
testing area
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to stack tovs---------------------------------------------DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Stacks one toy on top of another
Stacks 3 toys
Stacks 5 toys
Stacks 6 toys

VERBAL CUE

Stack the toys.

DIRECTIONS

1. Have blocks or stackable toys
available on floor with client in
testing area
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:.

.Goal:.

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

Tov Manipulation

Petach-tQys jom cdtogsthçr

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to pull aoart attachable tovs
MATERIALS

10 attachable toys (e.g., legos, duplos, plastic
chains, etc.)
DATA POINTS F(Mt PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Makes no functional response
Touches toys to be pulled apart
Picks toys up and then drops them
Grasps toys and shakes apart
Grasps toys and yanks some apart

ENVIRC8SMENTAL CUE

tabletop or floor; toys should be
attach^ to begin
VERBAL CUE

Pull the toys apart.

DIRECrnONS

1. Have toys joined, with client in
testing area
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data

5Skill f .evei: Affe-annmnriate abilitv to null aoart attachable tovs
DATA POINTS FOR PR ECBIW TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Separates completely 2 attached toys
Separates completely 4 attached toys
Separates completely 6 attached toys
Separates completely all attached toys

VERBAL CUE

Pull the toys apart.

DIRECTIONS

1. Have toys joined, with client in
testing area
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component;.

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:.

Tov Manipulation

jConnect attachable tovs

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to ioin attachable tovs
MATERIALS

10 attachable toys (e.g., legos, duplos, plastic
chains, etc.)

DATA PCHNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Picks up toys and tosses them down
Picks up 2 attachable toys and attempts to attach
Moves interlocking ends together but fails to
lock
e. Attaches two pieces together

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

tabletop or floor; toys should be
spread out and not be attached to
begin
VERBAL CUE

Join the toys together.

DIRECTIONS

1. Have attachable toys, with client
in testing area
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to ioin attachable tovs_______________________
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Attaches a series of 3 pieces
Attaches a series of 5 pieces
Attaches a series of 6 pieces
Attaches all of the pieces together

VERBAL CUE

Join the toys together.

DIRECTIONS

1. Have attachable toys, with client
in testing area
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Com ponent:.

Preschool

P erform ance Objective:

.Goal:

Tpy M anipulation

Bounce a balloon in the air

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to keep a balloon up in the air
MATERIALS

large air-filled balloon (not helium)

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

Open space
VERBAL CUE

DATA PCMNTS FCMt DECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

No functional response
Watches balloon but fails to hit it
Attempts to hit balloon but misses
Hits the balloon downward or errantly
Hits balloon upward but out of control

Keep the balloon up in the air.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Fill balloon with air
Give VCTbal cue
Toss balloon up in fiont of client
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to keep a balloon up in the air
VERBAL CUE

DATA PCMNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Hits balloon up one time with control
b. Keeps bounced balloon suspended for 3
seconds
c. Keeps bounced balloon suspended for 5
seconds

Keep the balloon up in the air.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Fill balloon with air
Give verbal cue
Toss balloon up in front of client
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:.

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

Goal:

■T9y.Manipylatip.lL

-S.aiil.a. floppy disç

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to toss a floppy disc
MATERIALS

floppy disc
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

No functional response
Looks at floppy disc but does not pick it up
Picks up floppy disc
Tosses floppy disc with two hands
Tosses floppy disc undefliand
Tosses floppy disc like a baseball

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

open area
VERBAL CUE

Toss the floppy disc.

DlRECnONS

1. Place floppy disc near client
2. Give vertwil cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
*************************************************************
Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to toss a floppy disc
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

a. Throws floppy disc with backward wrist action; Toss the floppy disc.
disc turns over
b. Throws floppy disc and disc sails 5 feet
c. Throws floppy disc and disc sails 10 feet
d. Throws floppy disc and disc sails 20 feet
DIRECTIONS

1. Place floppy disc near client
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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C.

Playground Skills

PERFORM ANCE O BJECTIV E

PAGE #

Identify various playground equipment...............

59

Maneuver a rocking horse........................................................................... 60
Manipulate a scooter board out of wheelchair.................................... 61
Swing on a swing set with or without wheelchair...............................62
Ride a tricycle.............................................................................................. 63
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Component:

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

Goal:

Playground Skills

MsWfy variotts pl%yg%W gqwipmem

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to go to various plav equipment
MATERIALS

variety of playground equipment: swing set, sUde,
teeter-totter, rocking horse, scooter, etc.
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

No functional response
Responds by looking around
Points at the incorrect piece of equipment
Points to correct piece of equipment
Goes to incorrect piece of equipment

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

playground with smooth surface

VERBAL CUE

Go touch the

DIRECTIONS

1. Place play equipment around
playground area
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Skill I AVAl! Affç-apnropriate abilitv to go to various plav equipment
DATA PtMNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Goes to swing set
Goes to the cUmbing ladder
Goes to the scooter
Goes to the rocking horse
Goes to the tricycle

VERBAL CUE

Go touch the

DIRECTIONS

1. Place play equipment around
playground area
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

■Play-goaM-SMUs.

Maneuver a rocking horse

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to plav on a rocking horse
MATERIALS

rocking horse bolted to ground
DATA PCBNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

No functional response
Sits facing rocking horse and grasps it
Grasps handles with hands
Attempts to get on horse but is unable
Pulls self onto rocking horse
Sits on rocking horse

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

backyard or playground; use proper
spotting
VERBAL CUE

Rock on the horse.

DIRECTIONS

1. Have rocking horse available near
client in testing area
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Skill Level: Age-approoriate abilitv to olav on a rocking horse____________________
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Makes body movements on rocking horse that
are non-fimctional
b. Rocks forward with forward body lean while
maintaining firm grasp on handles
Rocks forward with forward body lean then
backward with backward body lean while
maintaining firm grasp on handles
d. Smooth integration of above at least 3 times
e. Smooth integration of above for at least 1
minute

VERBAL CUE

Rock on the horse.

_________ DIRECTIONS

__________

1. Have rocking horse available near

client in testing area
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinfixcement when
required
______
4. Record data
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Component;

...Emscliool

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

Playground Skills

JSfanipttiate a sçootgr board ovrt of whçgiçhair

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to ride a scooter
MATERIALS
la r g e s c o o te r

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Touches scooter but does not attempt to ride
Pushes scooter but not on scooter
Lies on scooter

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE
O pen a r e a w ith s m o o th f l o o r f r e e o f
b a r r ie r s and p r o p e r s p o ttin g

VERBAL CUE

Ride the scooter.

NOTE: Instructor may need to assist client onto

scooter

DKECTK3NS

1. Assist client to sitting position
near scooter
2. Give varbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Skill Level: Age-appropriate ability to ride a scooter-----------------------------------------DATA PCMNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING
a. Propels s e lf ^ i l e ly in g o n scooter Using hands
b. Sits on scooter and uses hands to propel self
c. Smooth integration for 2 feet
d. Smooth integration for 5 feet

VERBAL CUE

Ride the scooter.

DIRECnONS

1. Assist client to sitting position
near scooter
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
_____
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Component:

PrgsçhQol

P erform ance O bjective:

.Goal:

ElaygmiaMSMlIs..

Swing on a swine set with or without wheelchair

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to swing on a swing____________________
MATERIALS

swing set/swing set for wheelchairs

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Makes no functional response
Briefly grasps rope/chain in both hands
Firmly grasps rope/chain in both hands
Moves body forward

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

playground/backyard; provide
spotting
VERBAL CUE

Swing on the swing.

DIRECTIONS

1. Place client in swing
2. Give vCTbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
*************************************************************
Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to swing on a swing_________________________
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Leans body back
b. Leans body forward
c. Smooth integration for at least 2 swings

VERBAL CUE

Swing on the swing.

DIRECTIONS

1. Place client in swing
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
______ __
4. Record data
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Component:

Preschool

P erform ance O bjective:

.Goal:

Playground Skills..

Rideatricvcle

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to pedal a tricvcle using haads_
MATERIALS

tricycle designed for clients who are nonambulatory
(may need s^ety straps)
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Briefly grasps pedals with both hands
Firmly grasps pedals with both han<k
Briefly moves pedals with bodi hands

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

playground/open area with smooth
surface
VERBAL CUE

Pedal the tricycle with your hands.

DIRECTIONS

1. Assist client onto tricycle.
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
fiiriii 1 .Avrf? A ge-anpropriate abilitv to nedal a tricvcle using hands
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Propels tricycle backward
b. Pedals tricycle forward for at least 2 revolutions
of the wheel
c. Pedals tricycle forward but fails to steer
d. Pedals tricycle forward and steers tricycle

VERBAL CUE

Pedal the tricycle with your hands.

DIRECTIONS

1. Assist client onto tricycle.
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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D.

Rhythmic Movement

PERFORM ANCE OBJECTIV E

PAGE #

Demonstrate hand-to-hand rhythmic coordination...............................65
Play a one-handed percussion instrument...................................................66
Play a two-handed percussion instrument...................................................67
Maintain rhythm with the feet......................................................................68
Perform drills to different cadences............................................................ 69
Perform a simple dance pattern...................................................................70
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Com ponent:

Preschool

P erform ance Objective:

.Goal:

Rhvtfmuc MovcnienL

Demonstrate hand-to-hand rhythmic coordination.

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to clap one's hands to music
MATERIALS

sound system witii music of different beats and
drums
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TCACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Moves hands together
Claps hands together 3 times
Claps hands without music

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

quiet area

VERBAL CUE

Clap your hands to the music.

DIRECTIONS

1. Music or drums for beat
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data

Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to clap one's hands to music--------------------------DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Claps hands but not to the beat of the music
b. Claps hands not to the beat of the music but
stops with music
c. Claps hands to music and stops with music
d. Claps hands to various types of music

VERBAL CUE

Clap your hands to the music.

DIRECTIONS

1. Music or drum for beat
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Preschool

Com ponent:

Perform ance Objective:

Goal:

Rhythmic Movement

Plav a one-handed percussion instrument

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to plav a one-handed instrument
MATERIALS

tambourine or maraca

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

quiet area
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION lEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

No functional response
Looks at instrument but makes no response
Picks up instrument and looks at it
Maintains control of instrument
Shakes instrument to produce noise

Play the

to the beat.

DIRECTIONS

1. Place instruments near client
2. Begin musical beat
3. Give verbal cue
4 . Provide reinforcement when
required
5- Record data
Skill T ,evel: ^

gç-^ppropriate abilitv to plav a one-handed instrument

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

VERBAL CUE

Play to the beat.
Plays instrument to own beat
Plays instrument 3 times with the beat
Plays instrument 7 times with the beat
Plays instrument for 1 minute with the beat
Plays different instrument for 1 minute with the
beat
DIRECTIONS

1. Place instruments near client
2. Begin musical beat
3. Give verbal cue
4 . Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

■Presçfaoffi

Perform ance Objective:

Rhythmic Movement

.Goal:

Plav a two-handed percussion instrument

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to play various two-handed instruments.
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

triangle, cymbals, two rhythm sticks

quiet area
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

No functional response
Looks at instruments but makes no response
Picks up one piece of instrument
Shakes piece to make sound
Picks up both pieces of instrument
ffits pieces of instrument together

Play th e.

,to the beat

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Place instruments near client
Begin musical beat
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
requûcd
5. Record data

Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to plav various two-handed instruments--------------VERBAL CUE

DATA PONTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Hits instruments together to produce sound
Plays 3 steady beats with music
Plays 7 steady beats with music
Plays for 1 minute to beat
Plays different instruments for 1 minute to beat

Play the

to the beat.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Place instruments near client
Begin muâcal beat
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
requited
5. Record data
_____
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Component:

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

Rhythmic Movement

_Goal:

Maintain rhvthm with body movenoent

Skill Level; Functional abilitv to move body to rhvthm of music
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

quiet area

m usic

VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRBCBIW TEACHING

a. No functional response
b. Sits up and listens to music
c.

Move your body to the rfiythm of the
music.

M ov es hands to the rhythm o f the m usic

d . Moves body while listening to music
DlRECTiONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Place client near music source.
Begin music
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

Skill Level: Age-aonropriate abilitv to move bodv to rhvthm of music--------------------VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Moves body occasionally to rhythm of the
music
b. Moves body rhythmically 25% of die time
c. Moves body ihythmically 50% of the time
d. Moves body rhydunically while listening to
music

Move your body to the rhythm of the
music.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Direct client to suitable chair
Begin music
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record dam_____________
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Com ponent:

.Goal:

Perform ance Objective:

Rhythtnig-MoYsmgBL

Perform drills to different cadences

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to march to different cadences
MATERIALS

music with cassette player or drum

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Moves without regard to beat or music
Moves only when music plays but not to beat
Makes effort to move chair with cadence of the
muâc

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

quiet area; instructor chooses
appropriate music
VERBAL CUE

Move your chair to die music (beat).

DIRECTIONS

1. Have cassette player or drum
sticks available
2. Give varbal cue
3. Start music
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
___
SkUl Level: A ge-appropriate abilitv to march to different cadeng.£S-------------------------

a.
b.
c.
d.

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

Moves only when music plays
Moves to music and cadence for six beats
Moves to music and cadencæ for twelve beats
Moves to music with different cadence

March your chair to the music (beat).

DIRECTIONS

1. Have cassette player or drum
sticks available
2. Give vCTbal cue
3. Start music
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
_______
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Component:

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

Rhythmic Movement

JEgiferm a simple dançç pattern

Skill Level: Ju n ctio n al abilitv to coordinate movement and clapping
MATERIALS

none

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

quiet, open area with smooth surface
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISIGN TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

VERBAL CUE

No functional response
Move.
Moves wheelchair forward but fails to clap
Moves wheelchair forward 1 foot and claps
Moves wheelchair forward 2 foot and claps once

and clap.

DIRECTIONS

1. Direct client to area
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data

Skill Level: Aye-appropriate abilitv to coordinate movement and clapping___________
VERBAL CUE

DATA PŒNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Moves wheelchair forward one foot and claps 2
times
b. Moves wheelchair forward 2 feet and claps 2
times
c. Moves wheelchair forward 2 feet and claps 3
times
d. Moves wheelchair forward 3 feet and claps 3
times

M ove

and clap

DIRECTIONS

1. Direct client to area
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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E. Dual and Group Play

PERFORM ANCE O BJECTIV E

PAGE #

Recognize how to hide...................................................................... 72
Seek out a hidden person............................................................................ 73
Trail a person leading..................................................................................74
Guide a person around a room ......................................................... 75
Comprehend one's space in a circle............................................................ 76
Ability to circle with a partner.......................................................... 77
Undmstand one's space in a lin e................................................................ 78
Recognize defined boundaries.................................................................... 79
Follow directions when requested..................................................... 80
Demonstrate ability to take turns........................................

81

Coordinate motor movement with a group................................................. 82
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Component:

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal: Dual and Group Plav
Recognize how to hide

Skill Level: Functional ability to hide
MATERIALS

large boxes, sheet, and pole
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Makes no movement
Covers eyes and remains stationary
Goes by object
Goes behind pole
Goes behind large object for brief
moment

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

area with hiding places
VERBAL CUE

Go hide from me.

DIRECTIONS

1. Set up area with various items
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to hide
DATA POINTS FOR PRBCISIOV TEACHING

a. Identifies appropriate hiding place and hides for
10 seconds
b. Hides from sight for 30 seconds after finding
own hiding spot
c. Remains hidden for 60 seconds after finding
own hiding spot

VERBAL CUE

Go hide from me.

DIRECTIONS

1. Set up area with various items
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Preschool

Com ponent:

P erform ance O bjective:

Dual and Group Hay

.Goal:
TrailapgrsQnlgadins

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to follow another person
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

6 cones, other obiects

Open area with one or more clients
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

Hold
's hand and follow
a. No functional response
him/her around the room.
b. Grasps hand but resists movement
c. Grasp hand and begins moving away from
person
d. Grasps hand and begins following person and
then stops or lets go of hand
e. Grasps hand and follows individual for 10 steps
DKECHONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up cones around room
Marie trail
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

sirîll f Avrf* A aç-appronriate abilitv to follow another oerson
VERBAL CUE

DATA PCMNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING
2L

Follows around 2 of 6 cones in 20' zig-zag
pattern
b. Follows around 4 of 6 cones in 20' zig-zag
pattern
c. Follows around 6 of 6 cones in 20' zig-zag
pattern
d. Follows to designated objects

Hold
's hand and follow
him/her around the room.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up cones around room
Mark trail
Give verW cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Com ponent:

■Prgsehool.

Perform ance Objective:
Skill Level:

.Goal:

Dual and Gtphp.Fïax.

Guide a person around a room

Functional abilitv to lead another person
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

6 cones, other obiects

O pen

area with one or more clients
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

's hand and lead
Hold
No functional response
him/her around the room.
Grasps hand but does not move
Begins moving wheelchair without other person
Grasps second poson s hand and begins
moving wheelchair
e. (kasps second person's hand, moves wheel
chair a short distance, and stops then drops hand
f. Giasps second person's hand and moves wheel
chair to object

a.
b.
c.
&

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up cones around room
Mark trail
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
___ _

Skill Level: A ge-appropria te abilitv to lead another TJersoO----------------------------------VERBAL CUE

DATA PŒNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

's hand and lead him/her
Leads around 2 of 6 cones in 20' zig-zag pattern Hold
Leads around 4 of 6 cones in 20 zig-zag pattern around the room.
Leads around 6 of 6 cones in 20' zig-zag pattern
Leads to designated objects
DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up cones around room
Mark trail
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

_GoaI:

Dual and Group Plav

Comprehend one's space in a circle

Skill Level (1): F u n ction al ab ilitv to p o sition o n e se lf in a circle.
MATERIALS

Mark out circle on the floor

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Moves wheelchair behind another client
Moves wheelchair within circle of clients
Performs incorrect motor response but proper
position

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym car open area with four or more
cUents
VERBAL CUE

Move wheelchair in the circle.

DIRECTIONS

1. Mark circle on floor
2. Test is done with client moving to
circle and having formed circle
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
•Qtiii i

Age-appropriate abilitv to position oneself in a circle

DATA PCMNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

Move wheelchair in the circle.
a. Moves wheelchair to circle and performs
behavior correctly for 5 seconds
b. Moves wheelchair to circle and behaves
correctly for 30 seconds
c. Moves wheelchair to circle and performs another
command behavior
d. Moves wheelchair to circle while other clients
are fonning circle
DIRECTIONS

1. Mark circle on floor
2. Test is done with client moving to
circle and having formed circle
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
___ ________
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Component:

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

Dual and Group Plav

Able to circle with a partner

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to circle with a partner
MATERIALS

circle marked on floor, 4’ diameter

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Looks at partner but makes no motor response
Grabs hand but does not move
Begins to move around in a circular path

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

open space free of obstacles and one
other person
VERBAL CUE

Grab
's hand and circle
wheelchair around.
DIRECTIONS

1. Direct client to center of 4* circle
with partner at outer edge
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to circle with a partner_______________________
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TCACHING

VERBAL CUE

'$ hand and circle
Grab
a. Holds partner’s hand and moves wheelchair
wheelchair around.
around half of the circle
b. Holds partner’s hand and moves wheelchair
around a circle once
c. Holds partner’s hand and moves wheelchair
around circle to the right 3 times
d. Holds partner’s hand and moves wheelchair in a
circle to the right and then to the left
DIRECTfONS

1. Direct client to center of 4’ circle
with partner at outer edge
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Com ponent:

■PrgsçboQl

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

Dual and Group Plav

Understand one's space in a line

Skill Level (1): Functional abilitv to form a line
MATERIALS

line marked on flow

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym or open area with four or more
clients

PATAPtMNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
<L
e.

No functional response
Moves away from formed line
Faces formed line
Moves toward fcrnned line
Joins formed line not according to command

VERBAL CUE

Get in th e______
middle) of the line.

(rear, front.

DIRECTIONS

1. Mark line on floor
2. As appropriate direct clients in or
not inline
3. Give verW cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
Skill Level (2): Age-appropriate abilitv to form a line__________________________
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECBION TEACHING

a. Joins formed line at rear, based upon command, Get in th e______
middle) of the line.
and remains for 10 seconds
b. Joins formed line at front or middle, based upon
command, and remains for 10 secoiids
c. Joins forming line at rear with cue given as line
is forming
d. Joins forming line at fiont or middle with cue
given while line is forming
__________

(rear, front.

DIRECTIONS__________

1. Maik line on floor
2. As appropriate direct clients in or
not in line
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Com ponent:

Preschool

.Goal:

Perform ance Objective:

Dual and Group Plav

defined bowndaries

Skill Level (1): Functional abilitv to plav within a circle
MATERIALS

toys and 12-15’ diameter circle

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym or open area

DATA PŒNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

VERBAL CUE

Makes no functional response
Play within the circle.
Moves wheelchair into circle but leaves area
Moves wheelchair in and out of circle
Moves wheelchair around occasionally touching
line of circle
DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Mark 12-15' circle
Place toys within circle
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

Skill Level (2Y. Age-appropriate abilitv to nlav within a circle
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Plays within circle without touching boundary
for 30 seconds
b. Plays within circle without touching boundary
for 1 minute
c. Plays within the circle without touching
boundary for 2 minutes

Play within the circle.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Mark 12-15* circle
Pla(% toys within circle
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Com ponent:

PresçhoQl

P erform ance Objective:

Goal:

Dual and Group Plav.

Follow directions when requested

Skill Level (1): Functional ability to get an ol?^ect and brine it back.
MA'l'ERIAJLS

variety of toys
DATA PCMNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Makes no functional response
Moves wheelchair counter to direction
Begins correct movement but discontinues
Moves wheelchair to table and begins playing
with a toy

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym or open area with table
VERBAL COE

Get the
bring it to me.

(specify toy) and

DIRECTIONS

1. Place various toys on table
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Skill I

(2>î Age-appropriate abilitv to get an obiect and brine iLbaek

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Moves wheelchair to table and begins playing
with appropriate toy
b. Moves wheelchair to table and picks up a toy
and returns
c. Moves wheelchair to table, picks up the
appropriate toy, and returns but drops it
d. Picks up appropriate toy, returns with it, and
hands it to the instructor

VERBAL CUE

Get the
bring it to me.

(specify toy) and

DIRBCTKMS

1. Place various toys on table
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

Goal:

Dual and Group Plav

Coordinate motor movement with a group

Skill Level (1): Functional ability to wave a parachute
MATERIALS

12' parachute

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym or open area with 6 or more
clients

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Makes no functional response
Looks at parachute and moves toward it
Moves to parachute and watches other clients
Grasps and holds the parachute
Waves parachute disregarding other clients

VERBAL CUE

Help wave the parachute slowly/
quickly.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Lay parachute on floor
Position clients around it
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

Skill Level (2): Age-approoriate abilitv to wave a parachute_____________________
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Raises parachute in unison with clients
b. Raises arms raising parachute and brings
parachute down in unison with other clients
c. Raises and lowers parachute at slow speed
d. Raises and lowers parachute at faster speed
e. Raises parachute quickly holding it while a
designated client runs under, then lowers it

Move the parachute slowly/quickly.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Lay parachute on floor
Position clients around it
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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F.

Aquatics

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

Familiarization with water

PAGE #

................................................................ 84

Adjustment to water in small pool...............................................................85
Adjustment to lying prone in water...................................................86
Adjustment to water while sitting on steps of pool..................................... 87
Blow bubbles in the water using a straw.................................................... 88
Blow bubbles with mouth in the w ater.......................................................89
Bobs under w ater...................................................................
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Com ponent:
Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

Aqwato

Familiarization with water

Skill Level: JFunctional abilitv to plav in water
MATERIALS

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

water, basin, sink, bucket or small plastic tub

Container of water set on wheelchair
tray or next to child

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

a.
b.
c.
d.

Move your hands in the water.

No functional response
Turns from contains of water
Puts one hand in container without movement
Moves one hand tentatively

DIRECTIONS

1. Have ccmtainer of water
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
************************************ *************************
Skill Level: Ase-annronriate abilitv to nlav in wat<er
DATA PCHNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

a.
b.
c.
d.

Move your hands in the water.

Places both hands in water without movement
Moves hands in water
Begins to cuqp hands and lift water
Splashes water out of the tub

DlRBCllONS

1. Have container of water available
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Com ponent:

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

Goal:

A qviafe.

Adjustment to water in small pool.

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to move about in water
MATERIALS

plastic children's pool* floatation device

DATA POINTS FOR PR EC B IW TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Makes no functional response
Moves one hand through the water
Cups hands and lifts water
Splashes water with hands

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

shallow (6-8") warm water, client
wears floatation device
VERBAL CUE

Move around the pool.

DlRECnONS

1. Place client in pool
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
*************************************************************
Atf«>'.AnnrrknrtntA ahilitv to move about in water

c irtit T

_____ d a ta p o in ts f o r FRKCISIUN iKALtiiTNU

a.
b.
c.
d.

Moves body around edge of pool
Moves body toward center of pool
Moves body to center and back to side
Moves body around pool for one minute

VFXtBAL CUE

Move around the pool.

DIRECTIONS
1 . Place client inside edge of pool
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Com ponent:

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

Aquatics

Adjustment to Ivine prone in watOL

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to lie on stomach in shallow watetL
MATERIALS

shallow, plastic children’s tX)ol
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Moves hands through water
Splashes water
Plays with toy in the water

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

shallow (6-8”) warm water
VERBAL CUE

lie on your stomach in the pool.

DlRECnQNS

1. Place client in sitting position in
shallow pool
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data

Skill Level: Age-annropriate abilitv to lie on stomach in ahallow w^tcr-------------------DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Moves around pool
Leans to one side
Leans on side using elbow for support
Rolls over to stomach using elbows for support

VERBAL CUE

Lie on your stomach in the pool.

DIRECTIONS

1. Place client in sitting position in
shallow pool
2. Give verbal cue
3. P rovide reinforcem ent w hen
required

4. Record data
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Com ponent:

Preschw l

.Goal:

Aquatics

Perform ance O bjective: A djustm ent to water while sitting on steps of pool
Skill Level: Functional abilitv to nlav with tov in water_________________
MATERIALS

pool and water toys - boat

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Moves hands in watar
Splashes water
Looks at boat

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

steps at shallow end of pool; use
proper spotting
VERBAL CUE

Play in the water with the boat.

DIRECTIONS_________

1. Sit child waist deep on steps of
pool
2. Have boat available to child
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to nlav with tov in water_____________________
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Reaches for the boat
Plays with the boat
Places boat in the water
Moves boat back and forth in the water

VERBAL CUE

Play in the water with the boat.

DIRECTIONS

1. Sit child waist deep on steps of
pool
2. Have boat available to child
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record d a t a _______
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Component:

Presçhwl

P erform ance O bjective:

Goal:

Aquato-

Blow bubbles in the water using a straw_

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to blow bubbles with a straw in w atai
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

shallow pool with warm water, floatation device,
straws

shallow pool with platform steps; use
proper spotting
VERBAL COE

DATA P W n S FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Reaches for straw
Takes the straw and plays with it
Places straw in moudi

Blow bubbles in the water with the
straw.

DIRECTIONS

1. Place client on step waist deep
2. Give vorbal cue
3. Provide renforcement when
required
4. Record data
*********% ***************
Sic ill I evel : Affe-aooropriate abilitv to blow hubbLes with a straw in the.wam -----------DATA FONTS FOR PRBCBION TEACHING

a. Blows into straw
b . Places straw into the water while holding it m
mouth
,
c. Moves straw around in the water while holding
it in mouth
d. Blows bubbles in the water with the straw

VERBAL LUK.
Blow bubbles in the water with the
straw.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Place client on step waist deep
Fasten buoyancy belt and goggles
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Com ponent:

Presçhwl

P erform ance O bjective:

.Goal:

A gyâüGS.

Blows bubbles with mouth in the water

Skill Level: _Eanctional abilitv to put mouth in water and blow bubbles
MATERIALS

swimming pool with warm water

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Moves hands through the water
Splashes water on self
Blows at water

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

place child in pool on lower step; use
proper spotting
VERBAL COE

Place mouth in water and blow
bubbles.

DIRECTIONS

1. Place client in shallow water
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to put mouth in water and blow bubbles_________
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Place mouth in the water
b. Blows one bubble with the mouth in the water
c. Places mouth in the water and blows two
bubbles
d. Blows bubbles with mouth in the water for 5
consecutive seconds

VSHBALCUE

Place mouth in water and blow
bubbles.

DIRECTIONS

1. Place child in shallow pool
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
_________
4. Record data
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Com ponent:

Preschool

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

■Aa«aiti!g.s.

-B.obs...undCT watgy

Skill Level: JFiinctional abilitv to bob in the water
MATERIALS

shallow pool with warm water, floatation device

ENVXROVMENTAL CUE

2-3' of water in pool; use proper
spotting

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Looks around the pool
Blows at water
Places chin in water

VERRAI, CUE

Bob in the water

DIRECTIONS

1. Place child by side of pool with
hands on waU of the pool
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Skill Level: Aee-aoorooriate abilitv to bob under water
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Places chin and mouth in water and (jIows
bubbles
b. Bobs up and down until nose is in water
c. Bobs up and down until eyes are in watCT
d. Bobs up and down until head is under water
e. Bobs up and down 3 consecutive times placing
head under water

VERBAL CUE

Bob in the water.

DIRECTIONS

1. Place client by side of pool with
hands on the wall of the pool
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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A.

Creative and Dramatic Play

FERFœMANŒOBJECnVE
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Component:

Perform ance Objective:
Skill Level:

Coal:

Elementary

Creative and Dramatic Plav

Know one's general nlav space

Functional knowledge to identify one's olav space-

1
MATERIALS
1Dolv snots and colored tape

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym with poly spots scattered
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Focuses attention on teacher and begins but does Move around the gym.
not continue movement
b. Moves in general space but does not stop on
command
Go to your own space.
c. Moves in general space but is unable to find
own space appropriately
DIREC1IONS

Scatter poly spots around gym
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
1.

Skill Level:

A g e - a n m o n r ia te k n o w le d g e to id e n tif y o n e 's p la v S P a ss------------------------------

VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRBCBION TEACHING.

a. Moves in general space upon command and
appropriately stops and finds own space upon
command
b. Performs various movements in general space
c. Can move slowly or quickly in general space
upon command

M ove___ around the gym.
(backwards, in circles, sideways,
etc.)
Stop. Find your own space.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Scatter poly spots around area
Give vât)al cue
Change cue as needed
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data______________
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Component:

Performance Objective:
Skill Level:

Goal:

Elementary

Creative and Dramatic Plav

React appropriately on cue to music

Functional reaction to music when cued
M ATERIALS

c a s s e tte (re c o r d ) p la y e r a n d m u s ic , c o n e s

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

ENVIRONM ENTAL C U E
g y m : s tre s s s a fe ty a n d a w a re n e s s o f
o th e r c lie n ts ; s c a tte r c o n e s a ro u n d
ro o m

VERBAL CUE

a. Responds to music by smiling or moving body When you hear the music,
when the music stops, stop.
in scune manner fliat is appropriate to task
(verbal cue)
b. Moves only after seeing that others are moving;
does not stop when music ceases
c. Responds appropriately to cues only via reliance
on appropriate behavior of other students

;

DlRBCllONS

1 . Set up cassette^ecord player
2. Give verbal cue
3. Begin/stop music
4 . Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

cum f

A

I

1

wartion tO mUSic whCU CUCd-----------------------------------------------

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION lEAClUfNii

a. Responds appropriately and independently
b. Responds appropriately to introduction of new
task such as moveing wheelchair forward,
around, backward, etc.
c. Able to change movements independently from
trial to trial

VERBAL CUE

When you hear the music,
when die music stops stop.

DIRECTIONS

1. Set up cassette play

2. Give verbal cue
3. Begin/stop music
4 . Change verbal cue
5. Give reinforcement when
required
6. Record data
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Component:

Perform ance Objective:
Skill Level:

Goal:

Elementary

Creative and Dramatic Plav

Plav appropriately with movement to music

Functional abilitv to respond to music plaving/stopping—
ENVIRONM ENTAL C U E

MATERIALS
m u s ic a n d 1 ta p e d s q u a re f o r e a c h c lie n t

g y m o r o p e n a re a

VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. No functional respcmse
b. Moves around squares appropriate when music
is playing but continues to move after music has
stopped
c. Stops but not on square
d . Stops on square after long delay

Move around chairs until music stops
then stop the wheelchair.
("Musical Chairs")
DIRECTIONS

*One chair pCTclient; each client is successful.

S k ill

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Set up one square per client
Set up cassette player
Give verbal cue
Stan/stop music
Provide reinforcement when
require!
6. Record data

I fVAl; Aire-annronriate abilitv to respond to music plaving/stoppms-------------------VERBAL CUE

DATA PWJTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Moves to square appropriately on cue
b. When a square is ^ e n away client recognizes
he/she will now be competing for a square
c. AWlity to perform different movements
(moving forward, backward, around squares,
etc.) prior to moving into square

around chair until music stops
then stop wheelchair.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Set up one square par client
Set up cassette player
Give verbal cue
Start/stop music
Provide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data
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Component:

Elementary

.Goal:

Creative and Dramatic Plav

Perform ance Objective: Act out and dramatize poems
Skill Level: Functional abilitv to illustrate noems with m o v e m e n t p attC O l.
1

MATERIALS

1poly spots fcMTplacement of wheelchairs
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

Actions for each phrase:
a. Clap own hands; clap hands of parmer. repeat;
shake forefinger at p a r t^ 3 times
b. Stir the calœ fast and vigorously
c. Follow words with patting, molding, and
putting "T" on top of cake
d. Moves with good balance carefully so the
cake will not be dropped
a. Completes 1 out of 4 successfully
b. Completes 2 out of 4 successfully
c. Completes 3 out of 4 successfully

ENVIRONMEVTAL CUE

open area

1
VERBAL CUE

Act out poem:
1. Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake, baker's
man
2. Bake me a cake as fast as you
can
3. Pat i t , mold it, and mark it with
a "T" and
4. Bring it home safely to baby and
me
.
DIRECnONS
1. Poly spots for wheelchair
placement
2. Act out poem
3. Give verbal cue
4. Act out poem with clients
5. Provide reinforcement when
requited
6. Record data ____________

*************************************************************
Skill Level: Aye-apnronriate abilitv to act out noems with movement pattgm
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING.

a. Completes entire poem successfully with
instructions
b. After successful completion of poem, moves
around with cake, and finds a new partner with
whom to play
c. Verbalizes the entire poem alone

VERBAL CUE

Act out "Pat-a-cake."

____________DKECnONS_______

1. Poly spots for wheelchair
placement
2. Act out poem
3. Give verbal cue
4. Act out poem with clients
5. Provide reinforcement when
required
Record data
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Component:

Perform ance Objective:
Skill Level:

Goal:

Elementary

Create movements through a olav-song

Functional abilitv to perform plav-storv movements

I

M ATERIALS

1cassette player and music of "Itsy Bitsy Spider"
¥OR PRECISION TEACHING
Responds by keeping eye contact during music
Responds by making verbal noises during song
Responds by moving arms to song
Responds by moving to the song, acting out in
own manner
DATA POINTS

a.
b.
c.
d.

Creative and Dramatic Plav

ENVIRONM ENTAL C U E

quiet area
VERBAL CUE

Act out ^The Itsy Bitsy Spider”

DIRECTIONS

1. Cassette player with "Itsy Bitsy
Spider"
2. Demonstrate "Itsy Bitsy
Spider:"
3. Give verbal cue
4. Begin music
5. Provide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data
«trill I fw l?

Age-appropriate abilitv to perform plav-storv movements

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Can say and sign "Itsy bitsy spider"
Can say and sign "up the water spout"
Can say and sign "down came the rain"
Can say and sign "washed the spider out"
Can say and sign "out came the sun"
Can say and sign "dried up all Ae rain"
Can say and sign "itsy bitsy spider"
Can say and sign "went up the spout again"

VERBAL CUE

Act out "The Itsy Bitsy Spider

DIRECTIONS

1. Cassette player with "Itsy Bitsy
Spider"
2. Demonstrate "Itsy Bitsy
Spider:"
3. Give verbal cue
4. Begin music
5. Provide reinforcement when
requited
6. Record data
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Component:

Perform ance Objective:
Skill Level:

Goal:

Elementary

Creative and Dramatic Plav

Encage in solitary plav

Functional abilitv to enpape in creative solitary nlav
M ATERIALS

toys/equipment suitable fear child-play

ENVIRONM ENTAL C U E

open area
VERBAL CUE

DATA PCMNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Goes to toy but remains more interested in
watching others play
b. Goes to toy and examines but shows no intent
of playing
c. Goes to toy or piece of equipment and throws
it or simply avoids it
d. Plays with object but without apparent purpose;
ex^bits stereotypical or repetitive behavior

1

Plav with

DlRECnONS
1. Provide toys in large area
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4 . Record data

« k ill I

Aoç-apnmpriate abilitv to encaee in creative solitary olav^

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

Play with the
a. Engages in solitary play for very short tin»
b. Engages in solitary play for at least one minute;
purpose is apparent
c. Engages in solitary play fœ more than three
minutes
d. Engages in solitary play and demonstrates ability
to integrate 2 or more toys while playing
e. Engages in solitary play and demonstrates a ^ ity
to adapt or change the role of a toy that requires
imagination
DIRECTIONS

1. Provide toys in area
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4 . Record data
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Component:

Perform ance Objective:
Skill Level:

.Goal:

Elementary

Creative and Dramatic PlavL

Eneaye in parallel plav

Functional abilitv to plav without disturbing others.
open area

1tovs/eauiotnent suitable fw child-play
DATA POIN TS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

a. Engages in solitary play unaware of others
b. Engages in solitary play exhibiting avoidance
behavior toward other children
c. Engages in solitary play but does not at^mpt to
establish a play qpace near another child

1
VERBAL CU E

Play with the toys.

DIRECTIONS

1. Place toys in area
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
c : :M I

A <Ti>.annrrtnrisit<> nhilifv to n la v

without disturbtns o th e rs . ---------------------------

DATA PCMNTS FO R PRECISIO N TEACHIINiy

a. Plays independently showing awareness and
occasional interest in others; does not attempt to
establish a play space near or next to another
child
b. Establishes a "parallel” play space with another
child after some delay
c. Immediately establishes a play space near or
next to another child

VERBAL C U E

Play with the toys.

D K E C nO N S

1. Place toys in area
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:

.Goal:

Elementary

Perform ance Objective:

Creative and Dramatic Plav.

Engage in cooperative plav relationship

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to cooperate while plavine------------M ATERIALS
to y s /e q u ip m e n t s u ita b le f o r c h ild -p la y

DATA POINTS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

ENVIRONM ENTAL C U E
O pen a re a

VERBAL C U E

Play with the children.
a. Engages in side-by-side play while exhibiting
unwillingness to share toys
b. Engages in cooperative play with the absence of
rules or perceived organization
c. Engages in cooperative play but is unable to
understand game formation or basic rules
d. Engages in cooperative play with an inconsistent
demonstration of the knowledge of rules
DIRECTIONS

1. Place toys in area
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
___
SkiU Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to coopcratc-whilg plaving — --------------------------VERBAL C U E

DATA POIN TS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING^

a. Engages in cooperative play with consistent
understanding of game gold
b. Demonstrates abihty to switch roles during play
c. Engages in progressively more conq)Iex,
orgaruzed games to lead-up games

Play with the children.

D IR E C n W S

1. Place toys in area
2. Give verbal cue
3. P ro v id e r e in fo rc e m e n t w h e n
re q u ire d

4. Record data_____________ _
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Coal :

C om ponent:__ Elementary
Perform ance Objective:

Creative and Dramatic Plav

Involve adults in planning and plav

MATERIALS

tovs/ea uimnent suitable for child-play

ENVmCHSMENTAL CUE

1

I open area

a. Recognizes opportunity to involve adult but
shows disinterest
b. Plays with adult but adult is an object to
manipukte in the environment
c. When adult attempts to help plan and create a
game/activity, client refuses or ignores ideas
(egocentric tehavior)

1
VERBAL CUE

DATA PCMNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

Have
name).

plav with vou (adult’s

DIRECTKXSIS
1.

Set up play area with
appropriate toys
2. Give verbal cue
3 . Provide reinforcement when
required
4 . Record data
Skill LeveU2):

Age-appropriate ability to interact in plav with adidt----------------------VERBAL CUE

DATA PCMNTS F W PRECISION TEACHING

a. Modifies rules or suggestions for game/activity
that adult offered while having adult play
b. Accepts and uses adult's ideas and suggestions
although may modify or "throw them out"
during play
.
c. Seeks and ask for help of the adult in planning
and the adults has an integral and active role

Have
name).

HiirinP' n lav

I

plav with vou (adult’s

DIRECTIONS

Set up play area with
jppropriate toys
2 . Chve verbal cue
3 . Provide reinforcement when
required
4 . Record data
1.
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Component:

Perform ance Objective:
Skill Level:

.Goal:

Elementary

Creative and Dramatic Plav

Integrate dynamic plav environment-------

Functional abilitv to varv nlav as environment changes.
MATERIALS

toys/equipment suitable for child-play"

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

open area
VERBAL CUE

DATA PCHNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

Play with the toys.
a. Keys in on one toy of interest and stays with
that toy; a goal may not be J^parent
b. Play is goal-directed but envircmment is
constant; play behavior is repetitive
c. Play is goal-directed with attention shifting fiom
one toy to another but interaction among several
toys is absent

DIRECnONS

Set up play area with
appropriate toys
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
1.

*************************************************************
Skill Level: A se-ap p ro p ria te abilitv to varv p lay as environment changes----------------DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

a. Demonstrates a changing play environment but Play with the toys.
inconsistently (e.g., might revert back to
repetitive or rituahsdc play behavior)
b. Demonstrates dynamic play environment by
occasionally introducing new toys or rules
c. Demonstrates dynamic play environment by
constantly introducing new toys, rules or people
into the game; diq)lays good imagination

DIRECTIONS

1. Set up play area with
appropriate toys
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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B.

Stunts and Tumbling

PERFC»MANCEC»JE)CnTVE
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Balance objects during locomotion............................................................106
Hang from a low horizontal b ar................................................................107
Hang from a horizontal ladder.................................................................. 108
Travel on a horizontal ladder...............................

109

Imitate animal movements......................................................................... 110
Perform a sideways ro ll............................................................................I l l
Perform arm support positions................................................................. 112
Perform wheelbarrow with a partner............................................... 113
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Component:

Elementary

Perform ance Objective:

Goal:

Stunts and Tumbling

Balance objects during locomodon

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to balance an object during movemepL
MATERIALS

bean bags, paddles
DATA PCMNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Attenq)ts to put bean bag on head
Balances bean bag on head for 3 seconds
Moves forward while balancing bean bag on
head for 3 seconds

ENVIRONMENTAL COE

Gym or open area
VERBAL COE

Balance this bean bag on your head
whUe moving your wheelchair in a
straight line.
Balance this bean bag on the paddle
and move your wheelchair forward.
DIRECTIONS

1. Provide bean bag and paddle
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
*************************************************************
ciriii I
A a#*-jiTYrYrnnriate ab ilitv to balance an obiect d u rin g m ovem ent --------------- DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION lUAOMlNU

a. Moves forward while balancing bean bag on
head for 10 seconds
b. Moves forward while balancing bean bag on
paddle for 10 seconds
c. Moves forward while balancing bean bag on
paddle for 30 seconds.

VERBAL COE

Balance this bean bag on y o u r head
while moving your wheelchair in a
straight line.
Balance this bean bag on Ae paddle
and move your wheelchair forward.

DIRECnONS

1. Provide bean bag and paddle
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
req u ire
4. Record data
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Component:

Perform ance Objective:

Stunts and Tumbling

.Goal:

Etemgntary

Hapg on a low horizontal bar

Skill Level; Functional abilitv to hang from horizontal bar
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

gym; use proper spotting techniques

horizontal bar and mats

VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PR EC B IW TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

-arm hang from the bar.
D oa.
No functional response
Reaches for bar
(straight - or flexed- )
Grasps bar briefly
Briefly pulls body from chair by grasping bar in
straight-aim posititm
DlRECTiONS

1. Place wheelchair in locked
position under bar
2. Give verbal cue
3. Spot for client
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
__________
Skill Level:

A y e -a p p ro n ria te a b ility to

hang fro m horizontal bat-----------------------------VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECBIŒ f TEACHING

a. Pulls body from chair for 10 seconds by
gracing bar in strai^t-arm position
b. Pulls body from chair for 3 seconds by
grasping bar in flexed-arm hang
c. Pulls body from chair for 10 seconds by
grasping bar in flexed-arm hang

D oa.

,-arm hang on the bar.

(straight- or flexed-)

DIRECTIONS

1. Place wheelchair in locked
position under bar
2. Give verbal cue
3. Spot for client
4. Provide reinforcement when
requited
5. Record date_____________
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Component:

■Biemgntary

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

,App.arauis Us€

Jiang from a horizontal ladder

Skill Level: functional abilitv to perfonn a horizontal ladder hany
MATERIALS

horizontal laddo' and mats

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym; use proper spotting techniques

DATA PCHNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. No functional response
b. Reaches for bar
c. Briefly performs two-arm, straight-arm hang
from one rung
d. Paform s two-arm, straight-arm hang from one
rung for 5 seconds

VERBAL CUE

Hang from the ladder.

DIRECTIONS

1. Place client under with wheelchair
in locked position
2. Give verbal cue
3. Spot for client
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to perform a horizontal ladder hang____________
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

D o a _____
a. Performs a straight-arm hang for more than 5
-arm hang.
seconds
b. Performs a flexed-arm hang from one rung for
less than 5 seconds
c. Performs a flexed-arm hang from two rungs for
more than 5 seccmds

.(straight/flexed)

DIRECnONS

1. Place client under low horizontal
ladder with wheelchair in locked
position
2. Give verbal cue
3. Spot for client
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
__________ __
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Component;

Elementary

Perform ance Objective:

Goal:

Stunts and Tumbling

-Tmvslon a hgrkoptai ladda.

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to hand-walk on horizontal ladder
ENVIRONM ENTAL C U E

M ATERIALS

g y m ; u s e p r o p e r s p o ttin g te c h n iq u e s

h o riz o n ta l la d d e r a n d m a ts

DATA POIN TS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

a. Performs a straight-arm hang with both arms on
one rung
b. Reaches one arm forward and grasps next rung
c. Reaches remaining arm forward so that both
hands are on the same rung

VERBAL C U E
H a n d -w a lk a lo n g th e la d d e r.

DKECnONS

1. Place client undo* low horizontal
ladder with wheelchair in locked
position
2. Give verbal cue
3. Spot fOTclient
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
Skill Level:

A g e -a n p ro p ria te a b ilitv to

hand-walk on horizontal WdSC---------------------

DATA POINTS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

VERBAL C U E

Move along the ladder.
a. Moving one rung at a time moves along less
than 3 rungs
b. Alternating hand swings moves along ladder
grasping each time past set hand for 3 to 6 rungs
c. Alternating rungs travels for 6 or more rungs

DlRECnONS

1. Place client under low horizontal
ladder with wheelchair in locked
position
2. Give verbal cue
3. Spot for client
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data________________
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Component:

..Etemgptîffy

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

Smmg and TmnMing

Imitate animal movements and sounds

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to mimic different animal movements and sounds
MATERIALS

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

Teacher facing client

mats
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Makes sound but no movement
Imitates crawling motion but without sound
Makes animal sound and imitates animal
movement
NOIE: Movement will depend upon client’s
disabdiQr

VERBAL CUE

Move and sound like a
(fish, snake, cat, dog, etc.).

DIRECTIONS

1. Set U p mats
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
*************************************************************
S k ill I Avfk A pe-flnnm nriate abilitv to mimic different animal movements and sound
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECBIOS TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Imitates fish movements
hnitates snake movements
Imitates cat movements
Imitates a bird (flapping arms while moving)

Move like a
bird, etc.).

ffish. snake, cat

DIRECTIONS

1. Set U p mats
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:

jGoat:

EtoCTiary

Perform ance Objective:

Stunts and Tumbling,

Perform a sidewavs roll

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to perform a log roll
MATERIALS

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

open area

mats
DATA POINTS FOR PR B CBIW TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

a. Lies with body in frcmt-lying position with arms Do a log roll.
atâd e
b. Lies with body in front-lying position with arms
extended overhead and legs together
c. FWbrms rolling movements from front-lying
position while body remains extended
NOTE: Movement will depend upon client’s

DiREcrnc^s

disability
1. Set up mats
2. Give va*bal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
_____
Skill Level: A ge-aporonriate ab ilitv to perform a log roll------------------------------------DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING^

VERBAL CUE

a. Lies with body in frtxit-lying position with arms Do a log roll.
extended over head and legs together
b. Rolls from front-lying position while body
remains extended
c.

R oHs body along a straight path for 2 or 3
su ccessiv e rolls

d. Rolls body along a straight path the length of a
mat

D1REC110NS

1. Set up mats
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4 . Record data____________ _
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Component:

Elemenianr

Perform ance Objective:

Stunts and Tumbling,

.Goal:

P€rfonD.arm support positions-

Skill Level: Functional ability to form a front/back bridge^
ENVIRONM ENTAL C U E

M ^ tflU A L S

o p e n a re a ; u s e p r o p e r s p o ttin g
te c h n iq u e s

m a ts

VERBAL CUE

DATA PCMNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional respcmse
Lying face down, briefly pushes up with arms
Holds position for 5 seconds
Holds position for 10 seconds

Make a front bridge using your arms.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Set Up mats
Place client prone on mat
Give verbal cue
Give client support if necessary
Provide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data

GirUi Ï ^«^1.

A <To-anrkr<^nrinft> n h ilitv to fomti

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION

a front/back bridge------------------------------------ --

ie a l h i n u

a. Lying face up pushes up with arms and holds
briefly
b. Holds position for less than 5 seconds
c. Holds position for more than 5 seconds

Make a back bridge using your arms.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Set Up mats
Place client supine on mat
Give verbal cue
Give client support if necessary
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

Elementary

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

-SiuD]t&j8P.d.Iumblins.

Perform wheelbarrow with a partner

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to perform a s tu n t with a p a r tn e r
MATERIALS

mats

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

open area; mats; use proper jo ttin g
techniques
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

a. Moves away fiom partner
Make a wheelbarrow with a partner.
b. Briefly allows partner to lift legs
c. Uses arms to move with partner less than 5
NOTE: Ghent is on mat; peer tutor
stands nearby
steps
d. Uses arms to move with partner for more than 5
steps
DIRECnONS
1. Set up mats; chent is prone on

2.
3.
4.
5.

mat; peer tutor standing
Give verbal cue
Ghent on ground pushes up on
hands and partner lifts legs
Provide reinforcement when
required
Record data

Skill Level: Age-aporopriate abilitv to perform a stunt with a partner_______________
DATA POINTS FOR PR B C B IW TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

a. In wheelbarrow position lifts partner’s legs
briefly
b. Holds partner's legs for less than 5 steps
c. Able to move more than 5 steps

Make a wheelbarrow roll.
NOTE: Client is in wheelchair, peer

tutor is on mat
DIRECTIONS

1. Set up mats
2. Give verbal cue
3. Client lifts peer tutor’s legs and
rests them on lap; assist if
necessary
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data_______________
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C.

Low Organization Games

FERFOftMANŒ OBJECTIVE

PAGE#

Inqplement various game formations................

115

Maneuver in a controlled fashion.............................................................. 116
Play in a defined area................................................................................117
Respond appropriately to a cue................................................................. 118
Participate in parachute play............................................................ 119
Participate in games of varying distances.........................................120
Perform various kinds of locomotion........................................................121
Understand the concept of keep aw ay...................................................... 122
Participate in tagging gam es............................................................ 123
Participate in games with diminishing players.......................................... 124
Participate in games with varying formations............................................125
Cooperate to reach group goal...........................................
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115

Component:

■Elgiqgntary

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

Low Organization Games

Implement various game formations

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to form a circle
MATERIALS

cones

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

circle on flow

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Responds by giving eye contact to instructor
b. Moves toward cones but fails to take correct
position
c. Responds by aligning self on cue

VERBAL CUE

Form a circle around me.

DIRECTIONS

1. Place cones around self
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Skill Level: Aye-appropriate abilitv to form a circle------------------------------------------VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Sits in circle for 5 seconds
b. Sits in circle for 10 seconds
c. Sits in circle for 15 seconds

Form a circle around me.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Place cones around self
Give verbal cue
Time lengA of stand
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data __________ _
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Com ponent:

.Goal:

JEtemgniacy..

Perform ance Objective:

Low Organization Games.

Maneuver in a controlled fashion

Skill Level: Functional ability to move in a controlled fashion
MATERIALS

two lines on floor

none
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

Moves prior to commands
After command moves in stated direction
After command moves in general area
After command moves in specific place

VERBAL CUE

Move forward to this line.

DIRECTIONS

1. Place lines on floor
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
requned
4. Record data
S k ill I .pvp I î Age-appropriate abilitv to move in a controlled fashion
DATA PŒNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

M ove
to the line
a. Acts ccmfiised over new direction
(backward,
forward
then backward).
b. Moves backward in controlled fashion to the line
c. Moves forward to line and fails to change to
backward
d. Moves forward and then backward in a
controlled fashion to cme line then another

DIRECTIONS

1. Place 2 lines on floor
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:

■Elcmsnlary

Perform ance Objective:
Skill Level:

_Goal:

Xfioy. Organization Qamgs

Plav in a defined area

Functional ability to plav a game in a circle
MATERIALS

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

circle on floor

cones

VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Remains stationary
Moves away fiom circle
Moves to circle
Site in circle
Moves out of circle

Play tag within the circle.

DIRECTTONS

1. Set up cones in circle
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinfcwcement when
required
4. Record data

S k ill

I AvAl;

Aee-appropriate abilitv to nlav a same in a circle

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Moves around within circle
b. Plays tag within circle

VERBAL CUE

Play tag within circle.

DIRECI10NS

1. Set up cones in circle
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:

Perform ance Objective:
Skill Level:

.Goal:

-Elementary

Low Organization Games

Respond apprepriatsily to a gae.

Functional abilitv to start and stop on cue
MATERIALS

cassette/ record player, horn, and drum

ENVRONMENTAL CUE

open area
VERWAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Remains stationary when music plays
Fails to start on cue
Fails to stop on cue
Responds irregularly with appropriate response

Move w hen the music plays; stop
when the music stops.

omEcnoNS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up cassette player
Give verbal cue
Start and stop mmsic
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

*************************************************************
Skill Level: A ge-appropriate ab ilitv to start and stOD On.SMS-------------------------------VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION T E A C H IN G __

a. Starts and stops on cue 4 times with the music
b. Starts and stops on cue 6 times with the drum
c. Starts and stops on cue 10 times with the horn

When the music plays, start
when the music stops, stop.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Setup cassette player
Give v«*bal cue
Start and stop music
ftovide reinfcffcement when
required
5. Record data
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Com ponent:

Etemfintayy-

Perform ance Objective:
Skill Level:

_Goal:

Partiçipmg in paraçhme play.

Functional abilitv to plav with parachute
MATERIALS

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

c ^ n area with smooth surface; 5-6
clients and peer tutors

small parachute

DATA POINTS

a.
b.
c.
d-

Low-Prganization Qamgs

VOR PRECISION TEACHING

No functional response
Cliait moves away from parachute
Client grasps parachute briefly
Client respond correctly to cue for less than 5
seconds

VERBAL CUE

the parachute. fMove
around. Lift and move in a circle.
Move onto. Move under, etc.)

DIRECTIONS

1. Space clients evenly around
parachute
2. Give vwbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
fiirill 1 Avrf*

Ape-aPPrOPTiate abilitv to nlav with oarachute

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Client responds correctly to cues 2 out of 5
times
b. Client responds correctly to cues 4 out of 5
times
c. Client responds correctly to cues every time

VERBAL CUE

the parachute. (Move
around. Lift and move in a circle.
Move onto. Move under, etc.)

DIRECTIONS

1. Space clients evenly around
parachute
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
lequirol
4. Record data
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Component:

Elementary

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

Low Organization Games

.Parücipatg in games of varying <?istançgs.

Skill Level: JunctionaLabilitv^to pick up obiects in a game situation
MATERIALS

bean bags (1 0 )

a.
b.
c.
d.

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

open area

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL COE

Fails to respond on signal
Moves toward bags but does not pick up bags
Picks up bags but drops them
Picks up one bag and returns

Pick up as many bean bags as you can
on "go."

DIRECTIONS

1. Scatter bean bags around room
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinfwcement when
required
4. Count bags
5. Record data
SkiU Level:

A ge-anoropriate ab ilitv to pick up o b iects in a gam e situation--------------------

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Picks up 2 bean bags and returns
Picks up 4 bean bags and returns
Picks up 6 bean bags and returns
Picks up more than 7 bags and returns

VERBAL CUE

Pick up as many bean bags as you can
on "go."

DIRECTIONS

1. Scatter bags around room
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Count bags
5. Record data_____________
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Component:

Elementary

.Goal:

Low Orsanizatiipn Games..

Perform various kinds of locomotion

Perform ance Objective:

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to plav games of varying locomotor skills
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

base fcMTeach client, scooters, and mats

opm area; cones set on mats if client
is out of wheelchair
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Fails to respond to cue
b. Performs incorrect locomotitm
c. Responds by going to occupied base

to a base not occupied
(Crawl, Scoot, etc.).

Client can do this in or out of wheelchair;
cue will depend upon client’s abilities

NOTE:

DIRECTIONS

Set up bases around room; use
mats if client is out of wheelchair
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4 . Record data
1.

fiiriii I .*»vrfr Aae-flpnronriate

abilitv toolav cames of varvine locomotor skills----------------VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

to a base that is not occupied
a. Performs designated means of locomotion to
(Crawl, Weave, Roll, etc.).
occupied base
b. Performs correct locomotion to unoccupied base
and then leaves
c . Performs proper locomotion to unoccupied base
mid remains for 1 minute
d. Performs proper locomotion to unoccupied base
and remains for 2 minutes
DIRECTIONS

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Have bases and scooters available
Scatter bases around room
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
requked
Record data
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Component:

Elementary

Perform ance Objective:

Low Organization Games

Goal:

Understand the concept of keep awav

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to avoid being tagged
MATERIALS

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

open area with circle on floor made of
rings and 4 or 5 clients

flags and rings

VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Makes no functional response
Stands still
Moves toward "tagger"
Begins an avoidance movement

Keep from losing the flag by staying
away from

DIRECTIONS

1. Have flags for each client
2. Place on clients in circle; give
verbal instruction
3- Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
Skill W^vAl;

Aae-apnmnriate abilitv to avoid beine tagged

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Moves slowly as tagger approaches
Moves quickly as tagger approaches
Makes deceptive moves to avoid tagger
Avoids losing flag for 30 seconds
Avoids losing flag for 1 minute

VERBAL CUE

Keep from losing the flag by staying
awav from

DIRECTIONS

1. Have flags for each client
2. Place on clients in circle; give
verbal instruction
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

Elementary

Perform ance Objective:

Low Organization Games

Goal:

Participate in t a e ^ g games

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to plav a same of tag
El^V KO N M ENTAL CU E

M ATERIALS
fla g f o o tb a ll f la g s o n c h a ir s

o p e n a re a

VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Responds by not moving
Responds by wandering away from play area
Responds by moving with otfier students
R efonds by moving toward student in an
atten^t to get flag

Tag

bv grabbing flag.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Attach flags to chairs
Place on students
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

Skill Level:

Age-annropriate ability fp plav a game of tag-----------------------------------VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Responds by tagging appropriate student
Performs tagging sequence of 2 students
Performs tagging sequence of 3 students
Performs tagging sequence of 4 students

Tag

bv grabbing flag.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Attach flags to chairs
Place on students
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

Perform ance Objective:
Skill Level:

Low Organization Games

.Goal:

■Elfiingntary

Participate in games with diminishing plavcrs

Functional abilitv to participate in dodge ball
M ATERIALS

wall and 12" and 24" very soft foam balls

ENVIRONM ENTAL CU E

if bounced, ball must strike above the
waist and below the shoulders
VERBAL CU E

DATA POINTS FO R PREC ISIO N TEACHING

Move your wheelchair to the ball will
a. Makes no movement when the ball is tolled or
not hit you.
bounced
b. Responds by catching ball
c. Responds by avoiding ball
d. Responds by avoiding trail but fails to rotate out
DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Have 12" and 24" balls on hand
Explain rules of game
Give vertral cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record d a ta _______________

Skill Level:

Age-appronriate abilitv to participate in dodge ball
VERBAL C U E

DATA POINTS FO R PREC ISIO N TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

When struck by ball client rotates out
When out, client fails to participate as thrower
When out, client participates as thrower
Participates in an age-appropriate manner with
others

Move your football so the ball will not
hit you.

D n tE c n o N S

1.
2.
3.
4.

Have 12" and 24" balls on hand
Explain rules of game
Give verbal cue
Provide reinfcwcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

-Etemgniayy

Perform ance Objective:
Skill Level:

.Goal:

Low Organization Games

Participate in games with varving formations

Functional abilitv to form designs with appropriate cue
M ATERIALS

music and tape or maikers

DATA PŒ N TS F O R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

ENVIRONM ENTAL CU E

open area widi formation cleariy
marked
VERBAL C U E

When the music stops, form a
a. Responds by moving wheelchair when music
_______ (circle, square, triangle).
stops
b. Responds by moving wheelchair in disorderly
pattern
c. Responds by moving wheelchair toward
formation
d. Responds by moving wheelchair outside pattern
D IR E C T K ^S

1. Lay out formations with
m ^ e r s /t^
2. Set up cassette player
3. Give instructions
4. Give verbal cue
5. Provide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data
Skill Level:

Age-appropriate abilitv to form designs with appropriate çqg----------------

DATA POINTS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

VERBAL C U E

When the music stops, form a
a. Responds by taking a position to form a circle
fcircle, square, triangle).
b. Responds by taking a position to form a square
c. Responds by taking a posititMi to form a triangle
DIRECTIONS

1. Lay out formations with
m ^ers/tape
2. Set up cassette player
3. Give instructions
4. Give verbal cue
5. Aovide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data
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Component:

Ekmsptary

Perform ance Objective:
Skill Level:

Low Organization Games

.Goal:

CoQpgrais to reach grow goal

Functional abilitv to assist in keeping balloon in the air
ENVIRONM ENTAL C U E

M ATERIALS

large air-filled balloons

Open area with 3 to 4 clients
VERBAL C U E

DATA POINTS F O R PR ECISIO N TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
e.

Makes no functional response
Watehcs balloon
Reaches for balloon
Strikes at but misses balloon
ffits balloon in upward motion
Balloon kept aloft by client for 5 seconds

Help keep the balloon up in the air.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Blow up 2 or 3 balloons
Direct clients to k e ^ balloon aloft
Give verbal cue
Provide reinfwcement when
required
5. Record data
________

SkiU Level:

Age>api>ropriate abilitv to assist in keening balloon in themr---------------VERBAL C U E

DATA POINTS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

Help keep the balloon up in the air.
a. Attempts to keep balloon afloat by self
b. Alternately hits balloon in air with one other
client once
c. Alternately hits balloon in air with 2 other clients
d. Alternately hits balloon in air with 3 other clients
e. Takes turns hitting balloon upward and passes
to another client
DIRECnONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Blow up 2 or 3 balloons
Direct clients to keep balloon aloft
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data _______________
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D.

Rhythmic Movement

PERFORMANCE OBJBCnVE

PAGE#

Respond to an even b e a t..........................................................................128
Respond to an uneven b e a t...................................................................... 129
Respond to rhythmic variations............................................................... 130
Respond to changes in musical intensity ........................................ 131
Respond to the beat of music ........................................................ 132
Move to musical variations...................................................................... 133
Change rhythmic beat when directed

................................... 134

Exhibit a rhythmic activity with a partner................................................ 135
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Component:

Elementary

Performance Objective:

Goal: Rhythmic Movement
itesix)nd to an even beat

Skill Level: Ju n ctio n al ability to move to an even beat
MATERIALS

drum or rhythmic instrument

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

open area

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Moves upper body but demonstrates unaware
ness of rtiythm
b. Moves upper body demonstrating awareness of
beat but out of rhythm
c. Moves to beat at times by lifting hands at
beginning of beat and resting hands at
conclusion of beat (rocking motion)

VERBAL CUE

Move hands to the beat of the drum.

DIRECnCWS

1. Drum and drum stick
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinfcacement when
required
4. Record data
Skill Level: Age-aonropriate abilitv to move to an even beat--------------------------------VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Moves upper body successfully at times but
unable to sustain rhythm
b. Successfully moves upper body to beat
c. Moves upper body to beat and is able to change
movement rhythm to changes in tempo (two
consecutive changes)

Move to the beat of the drum

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Drum and drum stick
Give verbal cue
Beat drum
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record d a ta ____________
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Component:

Elementary

Performance Objective: _

Goal: Rhythmic Movement
Respond to an uneven beat

Skill Level: _Eanctional abilitv to move to an uneven beat
MATERIALS

drum or rhythmic instrument

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

open area

DATA PCMNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Moves wheelchair but demonstrates
unawareness of beat
b. Attempts and demcmstrates movement to an
uneven beat but it is inappropriate te the beat in
question
c. At times moves to uneven beat

VERBAL CUE

Move your wheelchair to the beat of
the drum.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Drum and drum stick
Give verbal cue
Beat drum
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

**$$**********************************************#**********
Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to move to uneven beat
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. At times moves to uneven beat
b. Consistently sustains movement to an uneven
b^t
c. Demonstrates ability to move to changes in the
uneven beat

Move your wheelchair to the beat of
the drum.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Dmm and drum stick
Give verbal cue
Beat drum in various rhythms
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

.Goat: Rhythmic MovemcnL

Etçmsnfâiy.

Perform ance Objective: _

Respond to rhythmic variations.

Skill Level: Functional ability to move to rhvthmic variationSL
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS
drum or rhvthm ic instrum ent

Open area
VERBAL CUE

_____ DATA POINTS FOR PRECISHAN lHALHllNOr_____
a. D isp lays injqipiopriate m ovem ents
b. M oves but dem onstrates unaw areness o f beat
c. M oves to beat but is unable to adjust to
variations in tem po

M ove your w heelchair and hands to
the beat o f the drum.

DKECnONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Drum and drum stick
G ive vCTbal cu e
B eat drum in various rhythm s
Provide reinforcem ent w hen
required
5. R ecord data________

Skill Level: A ge-anoropriate abilitv to move 19

v^atioQ §_
VERBAL CUE

nATA POINTS FOR PRECKIQN TEACHING

a. Moves to beat and demonstrates ability to adjust Move your wheelchair and hands to
to variaticHis in tempo with delays or hesitations the beat of the drum.
between changes
b. Moves to beat and demonstrates ability to acyust
immediately to variations in tempo in smooth
manner
DIRBCnONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Drum and drum stick
Give verbal cue
B egin /stop drum beat
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Rewrd data ______
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Component:

.Goal: Rhvthmic M ovem ent

Elementary

Performance Objective:

Respond to changes in musical intensity

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to move to variations in musical intensity
ENVIRONM ENTAL CU E

M ATERIALS

o p e n a re a

d ru m o r rh y th m ic im p le m e n t

VERBAL CU E

DATA PCTNTS FO R PRECISIO N TEACHING

Moves when beat sounds but does not respond When the drum is soft, move your
wheelchair softly; when the drum is
to changes in musical intensity
loud, clap your hands hard.
b. Changes movement pattern from soft to
stomping or vice versa but at inappropriate times
c . Moves appropriately but with a delayed
response of 10 seconds or more

a.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Drum and drum stick
Give verbal cue
Change decibels of drum beat
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data _____________

Skill Ï pvol; A f c - a p p r o p r ia te

a b ilitv to m o v e to v a r ia ^ g n s in m y g ic a l i g m s i g -------------------VERBAL CU E

DATA POINTS FO R PRECISIO N TEACHING

a. Moves appropriately with 2 to 5 second delay in When the drum is soft, move your
wheelchair softly; when the drum is
response
_ ,
. ,
,
loud, clap your hands hard.
b. Moves appropriately with little or no delayed
response
_
c. Demonstrates ability to incorporate other
movements with appropriate response wim little
delay (side-to-side, circular, forward-back, etc.)
DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Drum and drum stick
Give verbal cue
Change drum decibel
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

.Goal: Rhvthmic Movements

Elementary

Perform ance Objective:

Respond to the beat of music

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to clap to musical variations
e n v ir o n m e n t a l c u e

M ATERIALS
m u s ic - c a s s e tte o r r e c o r d p la y e r a n d p o ly s p o ts

q u ie t a re a

VERBAL C U E

DATA POIN TS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Responds in any way other than clapping
Claps but not to the beat of the music
Inconsistent or random clapping to music
Demonstrates aWlity to clap to beat for 3
seconds or less

Clap to the beat of the music

D K E C nO N S

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cassette player
Poly spots for seating
Give verbal cue
Start music
Provide reinforcements when
required
6. Record data
_____

*************************************************************
Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to clan to musical variatiQns---------------------------VERBAL C U E

DATA POINTS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

a. Claps to rhythm of music for 5 seconds
b. Claps to the rhythm of music continuously
c. Demonstrates ability to Wapt appropriate hand
clapping to changes in rhythm

Clap to the rhythm of the music.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cassette player
Poly spots for seating
Give verbal cue
Start music
Provide reinforwments when
required
6. Record data
______
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Component:

.Goal:

Elementary

Perform ance Objective:

Rhvthmic Movement

Move to musical variations

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to move to musical rhvthm
ENVIRONM ENTAL C U E

M ATERIALS

o p e n a re a

m u s ic - c a s s e tte o r r e c o rd p la y e r

VERBAL C U E

DATA POIN TS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

Move to the rhythm of the music.

a. Does not respond to musical rhydim
b. Responds to musical riiythms but at
inappiopiiate times
c. Responds apprqpiiately to musical rhythm with
10 second or more delay

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up cassette player
Give verbal cue
Begin music
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

«iriii I .waI*

a

t»e-flnoronriate abilitv to move to musical rhvthm------------------------------

DATA POINTS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

VERBAL C U E

_

a. Responds appropriately to musical rhythm with Move to the music.
little OTno delay
b. Demonstrates ability to incorporate other
movements with appropriate response with
delayed response of 10 seconds or more
c. Demonstrates aWlity to incorpcaate other
movements with apprc^riate response with little
or no delay (arms, head, trunk, etc.)

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up cassette player
Give verbal cue
Begin music
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

Goal: Rhvthmic MovetnenL

Elementary

Perform ance Objective:

Change rhvthmic beat when directed

SkiU Level: Functional aWlitv to change movements when music varies.
EN V m O NM EN TA L C U E
o p e n a re a

M ATERIALS
m u s ic - c a s s e tte o r r e c o r d p la y e r

VERBAL C U E

DATA POINTS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

a. Does not respond to ihythmic changes
b. Responds to rhythmic change inappropriately
(e.g., moves wheelchair more quickly, stops,
more slowly, more quickly, etc.)
c. Changes dimction appropriately one time with
delay and is then unsuccessful
d. Changes direction appropriately 3 times or less
but widi delay

_to the musical rhythm.

DIRECTIONS

1. Set up cassette player with music
that changes te tr ^
2. Give verW cue
3. Begin music
4. Provide renforcement when
requited
5. Record data
____________
Skill Level:

A g e -a p p r o n r ia te a b ilitv to c h a n g e

movements w h e n mgsip .y aoSS--------------

DATA POINTS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

a. Changes direction appropriately 3 times or less
without delay
b. Changes direction appropriately 3 to 10 times
c. Demonstrates ability to change directions
consistently

VERBAL C U E

to the musical rhvthm

D lR E C nO N S

1. Setup cassette player with music
that changes tempo
2. Give verbal cue
3. Begin music
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

.Goal: Rhvthmic Movement

Elementary

Perform ance Objective:

Exhibit a rhvthmic activity with a partner.

Skill Level: Functional abilitv move in rhvthm with a partner
ENVIRONM ENTAL C U E

M ATERIALS

cassette player and drum or rhythmic instrument
DATA PCTNTS F O R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

open area
VERBAL C U E

Move wheelchair with your partner in
Moves wheelchair with partner but does not
single file.
remain in single file and does not "nrove” in a
diythmic fashion
b. Remains in single file formation but does not
"move" wheelchair in rhythmic fashion
c. Remains in single file and "moves" wheelchair
rhythmically and smoothly for 3 seconds or less

sl

DIRECTIONS

1. Set up cassette with marching
music
2. Give vCTbal cue
3. Begin music
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
___
5. Record data
Skill Level:

A g e - a p p r o p ria te

abilitv to move in rhvthm with a P a r tn e r -----------------------------

DATA P O D flS FO R P R E C B IO N TEACHING

VERBAL C U E

Move wheelchair with your partner in
a. Fails to change direction when partner does
b. Changes directicMi when partner does less than 3 single file
times
c. Changes directitm when partner does 3 to 10
times
<L Consistently remains in single file and moves
wheelchair rhythmically and smoothly
DIRECTIONS

1. Cassette player With marcnmg
music or drum
2. Give verbal cue
3. Begin music
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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E.

FQRFK»CMLINŒ OBJECTIVE

Sports Skills

PA G E#

Perform appropriate sport skill................................................................. 137
Exhibit appropriate participant behavior....................................................138
Participate in drills for team sports........ ..................................................139
Demonstrate an ability to throw a ball............................................... 140
Integrate motor response patterns............................................................. 141
Participate in team sports...........................................................................142
Demonstrate an underhand ro ll................................................................. 143
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Ccmiponent:

E lsm sn ta g .

Perform ance O bjective:

.Goal:

Sports Skills.

Perform appippriate sport skill__

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to assume proper batting foim.
ENVIRONM ENTAL CU E

M ATERIALS

t-ball stand, plastic balls, and bats

open area
VERBAL C U E

DATA PCMNTS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

Criteria: grip, arms back, body facing plate with
head facing pitcher
a.
b.
c.
d.

Get ready and hit the ball

Performs all criteria incorrectiy
Performs grip only correctly
Performs grip and stance correctly
Performs grip, stance, and body position
correctly but arms are incorrect
DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set Up t-ball
Give verbal instructions
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

*************************************************************
cirsii 1 ««^1. A
ahilitv to Assume OTOoer hittin^JoDIl--------------------------____

d a t a p o in t s f o r

VERBAL C U E

PRECISIO N IHALtlUNU

a. Performs all criteria correctly and eye is focused Get ready and hit the ball.
on t-ball
b. Performs all criteria correctly but misses ball
when bat is swung
c. Performs aU criteria correctly and hits ball
D IRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set U p t-ball
Give verbal instructions
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Com ponent:

Etemgntary

P erform ance O bjective:

Sports Skills

Goal:

Exhibit appropriate participant behavioL.

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to watch a game when not plavine—
KNVIRONM ENTAL C U E

MATERIALS

t-ball stand, plastic balls, and bats

open area
VERBAL CU E

DATA POINTS FO R PRECISIO N TEACHING

a. Fails to watch game when not playing
b . Attends to game but at inconsistent intervals;
does not respond
c. Attends to game but does not respond
appropriately; responds at inappropriate times
d. Attends to game consistently but does not
respond at all

Watch the game while you wait for
your turn.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up t-ball game
Give verbal instructions
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

Skill I^ v fh Age-anmopriate ability to watch a same when not playipg----------------------VERBAL C U E

DATA POINTS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

a. Attends to game consistently but fails to respond Watch the game while you wait for
your turn.
to teammates' ouhx>mes
b . Attends to game but fails to appropriately
respond to turn to bat
c. Attends to game and demonstrates ability to
respond when turn to bat
d. Attends to game and demonstrates ability to
move to base after hits
e. Attends to game while on base and advances
with hits
DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up t-ball game
Give verbal instructions
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Com ponent:

Elementary

Perform ance O bjective:
Skill Level:

Sports Skills

.Goal:

Participates in drills for team sports

Functional abilitv to pass a ball______________
M ATERIALS

poly spots and basketball (girls')

ENVIRONM ENTAL C U E

open area with students in circle

DATA POIN TS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

a. Does not pass ball to another student upon
receiving ball; not attending
b. Attends but does not pass ball upon receiving it
c. Passes ball away from circle
d. Passes ball upon reception but after long delay
(75 seconds)

V ERBAL C U E

Pass the ball to each othCT.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Have balls for passing
Set up poly spots in circle
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

Skill Level:

Age-appropriate abilitv to pass a ball______________________________
VERBAL C U E

DATA POINTS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

a. Passes ball with slight delay (3-4 seconds) but is Pass the ball to each other.
looking at target
b. Passes ball appropriately; always passes to
same person standing next to client
c. Passes ball appropriately varying the people to
whom it is passed
d. Demonstrates proficient participation and skill
when executing drill
DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Have balls for passing
Set up poly spots in circle
Give verbal cue
Provide reinfOTcement when
required
5. Record data ___________
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Com ponent:

Eiemsntary.

P erform ance O bjective:

Sports Skills

Goal:

Demonstrate an abilitv to throw a ball

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to throw a ball correctly------------EN V IR O IM EN TA L C U E

M ATERIALS

open area with bases set up in
^amond

pW tic balls and bases (4)

VERBAL C U E

DATA PO IN TS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Fails to respond to cue
Responds to cue by flipping ball
Throws the ball but in wrong directicm
Responds to cue by throwing off of wrong foot

the ball to
on base.

T h ro w

(name)

DIRECTIONS

1. Have balls and bases on hand
2. Set up bases and have perscm to
catch ball
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
Skill Level:

A g e - a p o r o p r ia te a b ilitv to th r o w

a ball corresdY---------------------------------VERBAL C U E

DATA POINTS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACH IN G

a. Throws the ball correctly but throws it toward
base
b. Throws ball correctly and is able to throw to a
base 10’ away
c. Throws ball correctly and is able to throw to a
base 20’ away
d. Throws ball correctly to specified base

Thrnw the ball to

(name)

on base.

DIRECTIONS

1. Have balls on hand
2. Set up bases and have person to
catch ball
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Com ponent:

EtemcntaiiY.

P erform ance O bjective:

Sports Skills

.Goal:

Integrate motor response patterns.

Skill Level: Functional ability to field and throw a W I--------e n v ir o n m e n t a l c u e

MATERIALS

plastic balls and bases (4)

softball diamond with smooth surface
VRRBAL CUE

a. Does not attempt to field ball
b. Makes inappropriate movement to field ball
c. Makes appropriate movement to field ball but is
unable to catch it
d. Able to field ball but holds it

Field the ball and throw it to first
base.
DlRECTiONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Have balls and bases available
Set up bases
Give verbal cue
Roll ball
Provide reinfcocement when
required
6. Record data

Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to field and throw a ball

VERBAL C U E

1>ATA POINTS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING
a.

A b le to f ie ld b a ll a n d th ro w i t b u t in w ro n g
d ire c tio n
A b le to f ie ld baU a n d th ro w

Field the ball and throw to (specify
base).

it p o o r ly to w a rd
base
^^
,
c. A b le to f ie ld b a ll a n d th ro w It to w a rd b a s e b u t
errantly
, ,
,
d. Able to field ball and makes good throw toward
base
e. Able to field ball and throw to specified base
b.

-----------------------

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Have balls and bases
Set up bases
Give verbal cue
Roll ball
Provide renforcement when
required
6. Record data ____________
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Component:

■Etemgptary

Performance Objective:

Sports Skills

Goal:

Participate in team sport

Skill Level: Functional ability to plav t-ball game
ENVIRONM ENTAL C U E

M ATERIALS

t-baU stand, balls, bats, and bases(4)

softball diamond with smooth surface
VERBAL C U E

D ATA POIN TS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

Play t-ball.
a. Is team member but shows no willingness or
understanding to participate in game
b. Attempts participation but lacks game ccmcepts
wlüch prevents complete participation
c. Participates but inconsistently; exhibits off-t^k
or inappropriate behavicar toward responsibilities
d. Participates and is on-task but participation level
is low because of low skill level
DIRECTIONS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

t-ball stand, balls, bats, and
bases
Give instructions
Give varbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
Record data

*************************************************************
Skill Level: Aye-approoriate abilitv to plav t-ball game
— ------------------------------ DATA POINTS

VERBAL C U E

F O R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

a. Participates and experiences some degree of
success through rule/game modification
b. Participates eagerly and experiences success a
majority of the time
c. Understands game concepts and performs basic
sldlls but inapprc^riately sometimes
d. Understands game concepts and performs basic
skills most of the time

Play t-baU.

______________DIRECTIONS_________

1.
2.
3.
4.

t-ball Stand, balls, bats, bases
Give instructions
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data_________
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F.

Aquatics

PERFORM ANCE O B JECTIV E

PAGE #

R etrieve toy under w ater..................................................................145
Blow bubbles witii face in the water.........................................................146
Propel self along edge of pool.................................................................. 147
Move down platfonn steps in pool............................................................148
Hold breath under water..........................................

149

Maintain stable position in water using floatation device.......................... 150
Maintain stable position in water without floatation device

..... 151

Propel body forward through the w ater....................................................152
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Component:

_Goal:

Etem cntary.

Performance Objective:

AqaatifiS-

Retrieve toy under water

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to open eves under water
M A TERIA LS

ENVIRONM ENTAL C U E

pool, floatation device, brightly colored rings

Place 5 rings in shallow end of pool;
client uses floatation devices; use
proper spotting techniques

DATA PO IN TS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

VERBAL C U E

a.
b.
c.
d.

Pick up the rings.

No functional response
Holds onto pool side and splashes water
Moves hand toward ring in the water
Bobs under water reaching for ring

DIRECTIONS

1. Assist client into shallow end of
pool
2. Give vCTbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
fiirill I ^w l ?

A ffe-appropriate abilitv

to open eves under water

DATA PŒ N TS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEA CH IN G

VERBAL C U E

a. Bobs under water and picks up a ring
b. Retrieves two rings
c. Retrieves five rings

Pick up the rings.

DIRECTIONS

1. Assist client into shallow end of
pool
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:

-ElfiCDCntflJhÿL

P erform ance O bjective:

jGoal:

■Aqwatics-

Blow bubbles with face in the water__

Skill Level: ^Functional ability to blow bubbles with face in water
M ATERIALS

pooU floatation device

D ATA PO IN TS FO R PR EC ISIO N TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Makes no functional response
Splashes water with hands
Blows at the water
Holds breath with mouth in water
Blows a bubble with mouth in the water

ENVIRONM ENTAL C U E

shallow (6-8”) warm water; client
uses floatation device; use proper
spotting technique
V ERBAL C U E

Place your face in the water and blow
bubbles.

DIRECTIONS

1. Assist client into pool
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data

Cl,:il 1

A»<>.annmnriat<> ahilitv tO Mow bubbles with faCC iU the WfttCT----------------

______ DATA POINTS FO R PR EC ISIO N TE A LM N U ______

VERBAL C U E

a. Blows bubbles with face in the water for less
than 3 seconds
b . Blows bubbles with face in the water for 3 to 5
seconds
c. Blows bubbles with face in the water for more
than 5 seconds

Place your face in the water and blow
bubbles.

DIRECTIONS

1. Assist client into pool
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:

Elgmgntary

P erform ance O bjective:

.Goal:

Aquatics

Propel s e lf alon e ed g e o f p o o l___________

Skill Level: F unctional ab ility to propel o n e se lf alon g ed g e o f a pqq L
MATERIALS

pool and floatation device

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional respcmse
Pulls closer to side
Moves one hand a few inches along side
Moves along edge of pool alternating hands for
less than one foot

ENVmCWMENTAL CUE

shallow water; client wears floatation
device; use proper spotting techniques
VERBAL CUE

Use your hands to move along the
side of the pool.

D iR E cn œ is

1. Assist client into pool
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Skill 1 evfl: Affe-aporonrifitft ahilitv to orooel oneself alone edee olajQOOl----------------DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

a. Uses alternate hands to move along edge of pool Use your hands to move along the
side of the pool.
one to two feet
b. Uses alternate hands to move along edge of pool
two to four feet
c. Uses alternate hands to move along shorter edge
of pool to other side
DIRECTIONS

1. Assist client into pool
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:

Etonentary

P erform ance O bjective:

.Goal:

Aquatics

Move down platform steps into pool___________

Skill Level: functional ability to use one's arms to move down steps of pool.
MATERIALS
p o o l w ith p la tfo rm s te p s a n d flo a ta tio n d e v ic e

DATA POINTS FO R F R E O S IG N TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Splashes water with hands
Places hands on the step
Pushes off the step using arms for support

ENVIRONM ENTAL C U E
s te p s a t s h a llo w e n d o f p o o l; c lie n t
u s e s flo a ta tio n d e v ic e ; u s e proper
s p o ttin g

VERBAL C U E

Use your arms to move down the
steps.

DIRECTIONS

1. Assist client to highest step
2- Give vCTbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
requited
5. Record data
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦«►♦♦«•"•'I'*
fiirlii I avpI* Age-appropriate ahilitv to use one's arms to move down steps oIpoqI------DATA POINTS F O R PRECISIO N TEACHING

a. Client lowers self to next step
b. Client lowers self another step
c. Client lowers self until only his/her head is
above water

VERBAL C U E

Use your arms to move down the
steps.

DIRECTIONS

1. Assist client to highest step
2. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Com ponent:

Ælementarv

Perform ance Objective:

.Goal:

Aquatiçs

Hold breath under water

Skill Level: _Fwngtional ability to hold breath under water for 5 seconds
M ATER lA lii

shallow pool and floatation device

DATA POINTS FO R PRECISIO N TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

No functional response
Blows at water
Holds breath briefly with head above water
Holds breath briefly with mouth in water

ENVIRONM ENTAL C U E

shallow pool; client uses floatation
device; use proper spotting
VERBAL C U E

Hold your breath under water.

D K E C nO N S

1. Assist client into shallow end of
p(wl
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinfcffcement when
required
4. Reccml data
Skill Level: Ase-appropriate ahilitv to hold breath under water for 5 seconds________
DATA POINTS FO R PRECISIO N TEACHING

a. Holds breath with head under water for 1
second
b. Holds breath with head under water for 2 or 3
seconds
c. Holds breath under water for 5 seconds

VERBAL CU E

Hold your breath under water.

DIRECTiONS

1. Assist client into shallow end of
pool
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data ______________
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Com ponent:

EliSiPgPtaiy

P erform ance O bjective:

Goal:

Maintain stable position in water using floatation device

Skill Level: _Functional ability to maintain stable position in water_____________
HW IRCK'fM ENTAL C U E

M ATERIALS

swimming pool and floatation device

shallow end of pool; client uses
floatation device; use proper spotting

DATA PO IN TS FO R PRECISIO N TEACHING

a. No functional response
b. Releases one hand from the side
c. Moves one hand back and forth through the
water
d. Moves both arms to float briefly

VERBAL C U E

Float without holding onto the side.

DIRECTIONS

1. Assist client into shallow water
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
.cifiii I

Aaft-flnnronriate ability

to maintain stable position in water

DATA POINTS FO R PRECISIO N TEACHING

a. Floats with head above water for less than 5
seconds
b. Floats with head above water for 5 to 10
seconds
c. Floats with head above water for 10 or more
seconds

VERBAL CU E

Float without holding onto the side.

DIRECTIONS

1. Assist client into shallow water
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:

Elementary

P erform ance O bjective:

Goal:

Aquatics.

Maintain stable position in water without floatation device.

Skill Level: _Eunctional ability to float with head above water___________________
MATERIALS

swimming pool

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. No functional response
b. Moves body around in the water while holding
onto side of pool
c. Briefly lets go of side but bobs under
d. Uses aims to keep head above water briefly

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

shallow end of pool; client does not
use floatation device; use proper
spotting
VERBAL CUE

Float in the water.

DlRECnONS

1. Assist client into shallow water
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide renforcement when
required
4. Record data
.ciriii Î .pvpIî Age-appropriate ability to float with head above water------------------------DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Floats with head above water 3 to 5 seconds
b . Floats with head above water for 5 to 10
seconds
c . Floats with head above water for more than 10
seconds

VERBAL CUE

Float in the water.

DIRECTIONS

1. Assist client into shallow water
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:

-Elgmgntary

P erform ance O bjective:

.Goal:

Aq«atig&.

Propel bodv forward through the water--------------

Skill Level: ^Functional ability to use arms to move forward through the wateiL
M ATERIALS
p o o l a n d flo a ta tic m d e v ic e

DATA PŒNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. No functional response
b- Faces you but continues to hold onto the side
with hands
c. Lets go of side but does not move forward
d . Moves toward you briefly but grasps side again

ENVIRONM ENTAL C U E
p o o l; c lie n t u s e s flo a ta tio n d e v ic e ;
u s e p r o p e r s p o ttin g

VERBAL CUE

Come to me.

DIRECTIONS

1. Assist client into the pool along
the side
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
lequhed
4. Record data
<6irni Î .AVAi• A ge-appropri^tf ahilitv to use arms to propel oneself through the. w at^----DATA POINTS FOR PRBCGIW TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Moves forward for 1 foot before grasping side
Paddles forward for 2 feet
Paddles forward 2 to 4 feet
Paddles forward to instructor

VERBAL CUE

Come to me.

DIRECTIONS

1. Assist client into the pool along
the side
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Appendix A:
Data Based Data Sheet

Purpose

SL

DP

1

2

3

4

Tri als
5 6

7

8

9

10 Correct Reinforcer Comment Date
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Appendix B;

COMMENT AND REINFORCEM ENT MENU
ENT MENU
CODE #

REINFORCEMENT

COMMENT MENU
CODE #

11
12
13
14

Verbal Reinforcement
general attention (not praise)
non-specific praise (good!)
task-q)ecific praise
other (list)

10

21
22
23
24
25

Physical Reinforcem ent
"pat on back"
gestural contact (e.g., handshake)
hug
teachw proximity
other (list)

20

Social Reinforcem ent
gestural (nod, smile, clap)
solicitation of approval
positive attention
other (list)

30

31
32
33
34

20

30

40
41
42
43
44

50
51
52
53
54
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Activity Reinforcem ent Behavior 40
41
free time
42
structure play with others
43
student selection of activity
44
other (list)
45
46
47
48
Product Reinforcem ent
token (sticker, chip, star)
equipment (balloon, ball, toy)
etfible (food)
other (list)
P u n ish m en t
corrective behavior instruction
response cost (loss of pivilege)
physical punishment
verbal pimishment
time out
physical restraint
other (list)

BEHAVIOR CATEGORY/ITEM
Socially R esistant
off task
non-compliant (refusals)
atviroamental distraction
self-indulgent (cry. pout, tantrum)
resistant to instruction
ritualistic behavior
impulsive behavior
other Gist)
Physically R esistant
aggressive (hits, bites, kicks)
vorbally abusive (swearing, name calling)
destructive to objects/materials
leaves area by walking/running away
self-stimulating (rocking, flapping)
self-abusive (head banging, eye gouging)
other (list)
Cooperative Interaction
assists teacter
attends to task
obedient to teacher
appropriate peer relations
adjusts to teaching environment
willing to share
accqttance of teacher’s rules
other Gist)
Highly Participative
high on-task behavior (85%+)
engages in dialogue
multiple £qppropriate behaviors
independent initiation of activity
accepts, uses ideas of teacher
adapts to new situations
socially independent
other (list)
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